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IWY
BULLETIN

~

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR
ANNEE INTERNATIONALE DE LA FEMME
ANO INTERNACIONAL DE LA MUJER

1g75

No. 3
JANUARY 1975

*****
Where are the women?

(UN Photo 106,169)
Copies of photographs
appearing in this
Bulletin may be
obtained through UN
Information Centres.
The International Women's Year Bulletin is published periodically by the Branch for
the Promotion of Equality of Men and Women of the Centre for Social Development and
Humanitarian Affairs of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
Its purpose
is to keep people informed on activities at the national, regional and international
levels in celebration of IWY, 1975,
Through this Bulletin we hope Governments, organizations and individuals will be
able to exchange ideas and action programmes for the Year, and learn of the events
taking place all over the world.
Recipients of this Bulletin are urged to send any relevant information on IWY activities
in their countries to the Editor (Room 3115) so that wider geographical coverage can be
given to national activities.
Equality.development and peace

Egalite, developpement et paix

lgualdad, desarrollo y paz
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PROCLAMATION

International
• • Wome·n's Year
~ 1975

BY
SECRETARY-GENERAL KURT WALDHEIM
10 December 1974
II

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS, THE ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN FULLY
COMMITTED TO THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN, A PRINCIPLE WHICH
WAS ESTABLISHED IN THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN 1945 AND IN THE UNIVERSAL
DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN 1948. BUT WE MUST FRANKLY ADMIT THAT THE GULF
BETWEEN FORMAL ACCEP?ANCE OF THIS PRINCIPLE AND IMPLEMENTATION IN PRACTICE HAS
BEEN AND STILL IS VERY WIDE.
IN SHORT, DESPITE THE ADVANCES OF THE PAST 30 YEARS, DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
WOMEN REMAINS A PERVASIVE FACT OF LIFE IN MANY COUNTRIES AND THIS REPRESENTS A
MAJOR OBSTACLE TO REAL SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PROGRESS IN THE WORLD.
WE ARE TALKING, AFTER ALL, ABOUT HALF OF THE POPULATION OF THIS PLANET. WE
ARE TALKING ABOUT A VAST HUMAN ASSET WHICH, IN GENERAL, HAS NOT BEEN GIVEN EITHER
THE RECOGNITION AND RESPECT OR THE OPPORTUNITIES TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE REALIZATION
OF AN EQUITABLE WORLD ORDER AND TO THE SOLUTION OF THE PRESSING INTERNATIONAL
PROBLEMS WHICH CONFRONT US TODAY.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 1975 GIVES THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY TO PROMOTE GENUINE EQUALITY BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN, NOT ONLY IN LAW
BUT IN EVERYDAY LIFE; TO ENSURE THE FULL INVOLVEMENT OF WOMEN IN THE DEVELOPMENT
EFF9RT, AND IN THE SHARING OF ITS BENEFITS; AND TO GREATLY INCREASE THE CONTRIBUTION OF WOMEN TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE
UNITED NATIONS -- NAMELY, THE MAINTENANCE OF PEACE, AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE
CONDITIONS OF LIFE FOR ALL.
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WE HAVE IT IN OUR POWER TO MAKE THIS YEAR A TRULY VALUABLE AND IMPORTANT
ADVANCE IN THE POSITION OF WOMEN IN THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, CULTURAL, AND POLITICAL
PROCESS; OR, ALTERNATIVELY, MERELY TO MAKE IT A CEREMONIAL OCCASION DEVOID OF
PRACTICAL MEANING.
WE IN THE UNITED NATIONS ARE DETERMINED TO DO ALL IN OUR POWER TO MAKE
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR OF REAL SIGNIFICANCE. IN THIS TASK WE ASK FOR AND
NEED THE ACTIVE ASSISTANCE OF ALL CITIZENS. INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR IS NOT AN
OCCASION FOR WOMEN ALONE. IT CAN BE AND SHOULD BE AN OCCASION FOR THE UNITED
EFFORT OF US ALL -- MEN AND WOMEN -- TO ENSURE THAT FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES ARE SHARED BY ALL HUlvlANITY. THIS YEAR SHOULD LEAVE AN IMPRINT ON
HISTORY, NOT ONLY THE HISTORY OF WOMEN'S ADVANCEMENT BUT ALSO THAT OF PEOPLE ALL
OVER THE WORLD.
IN THIS TASK, WE NEED WHOLEHEARTED SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE TO TRANSFORM
PRINCIPLES INTO REALITIES. I APPEAL TO ALL CONCERNED CITIZENS AND GOVERNMENTS
TO ACTIVELY ASSIST US IN THIS WORK.
.
']

UN Press Release SG/SM/2120
IWY/1
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ON INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 1975

N

be found in its essential
is the di gnity of the
and woman, in their filial
God, of whom they are the

But this does not exclude the distinction,
in unity, and the specific contribution of
woman to the full development of society,
according to her proper and person vocation.
In this way the woman of today will be able
to become more conscious of her rights and
duties , and will be able to contribute not
only to the elevation of herself but also
to a qualitative progress of human social
life, 'in development and peace'.

And since the fundamental and life-giving
cell of human society remains the family,
according to the very plan of God, woman
will preserve and develop, principally in
the family community, in full co-responsibility
: with man, her task of welcoming, giving and
** raising life, in a growing development of its
: potential powers.

Ms. Helvi Sipila, Secretary-General of IWY
and of the World Conference of IWY, was
*
granted a private audience with His Holiness,: To all those collaborating in the preparaPope Paul VI, on 6 November, during her visit: tion of International Women's Year in the
to Rome to attend the World Food Conference. : most worthy purpose of strengthening ever
** more the dignity and mission of woman, we
On this occasion, His Holiness issued a
the
proclamation in connection with IWY which
: indicate as a solid point of reference
.
.
.
.
*: figure of the Blessed Virgin.
mentioned, inter alia, the following:

* ··········
"We very willingly greet in you, this morning ,:
the representative of the commitment assumed :
by the United Nations for the "International :
Women's Year", proclaimed for 1975; this
:
meeting offers us the opportunity to express :
the goodwill and attention with which we wish:
to follow this initiative.
:

From the Vatican, 6 November 1974 .

*********

**
In fact, the initiative does not find the
Church inattentive to the problem or lacking *
**
in a clear desire to solve it. On the
**
contrary : in the contemporary effort to
**
promote the advancement of women in society, *
the Church has already recognized 'a sign of *
*
the times', and has seen in it a call of the :*
Spirit. The Study Commission which we set up,:
accepting a wish expressed by the 1971 Synod,:
has precisely received the mandate to study, :
in a comparison of the aspirations of today's:
world and the enlightening doctrine of the
:
Church, the full participation of woman in
:
the community life of the Church and of
:
society.
:
The programme of International Women's Year , *
*
well summed up in the theme 'equality,
:*
development and peace', is thus not extraneous:
to the mostly lively interest of the Church
*
itself.

His Holiness Pope Paul IV with Ms. Sipila
at her 6 November 1974 private audience.
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I.

UNITED NATIONS ACTIVITIES AND PLANS

World Food Conference, Rome, Italy,
5 - 16 November 1974

:* UNESCO General Conference, 18th session, Paris,
: 17 October - 22 November 1974
:*
:
:
:

The United Nations World Food Conference
ended in Rome on the 16 November with the
•
.
.
adoption of resolutions calling for the
*
establishment of international machinery to:
increase food production in the world and :
to channel more basic foodstuffs to regions:
short of them.
:
The Conference called for four major
initiatives for follow-up action:

**
:*

The World Food Council, an umbrellatype structure to co-ordinate activitiel
of various international agencies in
:
the agricultural field.
:

2.

.An international fund for agricultural

3.

An international undertaking on world

food security based on a co-ordinated
system of nationally-held cereal
reserves, supported by a world-wide
food information and food shortage
detection service.

4.

Item 64 of the agenda entitled "Unesco 's
efforts concerning the improvement of the
status of Women" resulted in resolution 16.1
which invited Member States:

:* (a) to prepare programmes designed to promote

1.

development to channel as yet unspecified levels of investment towards the
improvement of agriculture in the
developing world.

By acclamation, the conference seated Ms. Magda
Hoboru, head of Hungary's National Library to
preside over its six-week assembly of 134
member countries.

*

the participation of women on an equal
basis with men into social and economic
development, drawing, if they wish, in
the design of such programmes, upon
Unesco's consultative services in its
fields of competence;

:* (b) to increase the participation of women

**
**
**
**
**
**
**

in National Commissions for Unesco, in
permanent and national delegations to
Unesco and Unesco meetings;
(c) to increase candidatures of qualified
women for service in the Unesco Secretariat, field posts, and in consultancies;

: (d) to submit requests under Unesco's Parti-

*

***

cipation Programme which will advance
the participation of women in both urban
and rural development, with particular
reference to Unesco's fields of competence;

**
A commitment to provide, on a threeyear forward plan basis, commodities
:*
and financing for food aid to a minimum: (e) to widen the range of opportunities for
level to 10 million tons of cereals
:
women to participate in training abroad,
each year plus certain other food
:
and to increase women's participation so
commodities.
:
that fellowships are shared more equally;

In addition to proposals for the main
:* (f) to assist the activities undertaken by
follow-up action, the Conference also
:
international non-governmental organizapassed a number of resolutions dealing with:
tions with a view to promoting the integraspecific aspects of the world food problem:
tion of women in the life and development
and agricultural development including
:
of their countries and to achieving the
I
amongst others:
:*
objectives of International Women's Year.
The greater involvement of women in
: The resolution also invited the Directordecision-making on food and nutrition : General of Unesco, inter alia, to report the
policies.
: results of Unesco's participation in the
: International Women's Year to the nineteenth
Also passed in plenary was a draft Declara-: session of the General Co,1ference and to
tion on_t~e era~ication of hunger and_
. : accompany that report with new programme
malnutrition which s 7t~ ~orth :he ~a~ic aim! proposals for subsequent bienniaj to call on
of all follow-up activities maintaining the* Governments to accede to the Convention against
right of "every man, woman and child · · • · · : Discrimination in Education· to heighten public
. '
"
** awareness of women's rights,' achievements and
to be fr~e from hunger an d m~1 ~u:rition
and the fundamental responsibility of the : responsibilities in Unesco's field of competGovernments :o work together_for higher
: ence_thr?ugh special_co~endatory events,
food production and more equitable and
* publications and audio-visual materials as
efficient distribution of food ~etween
: well as through Unesco periodicals.
'
countries and within countries.
*
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:* social progress be assured without the full
On Human Rights Day (10 December 1974), a :participation of women alongside men in all
Declaration on International Women's Year,: fields.
*
signed or endorsed by 59 Heads of State or :unfortunately,
progress in this direction
Government , was presented to the
:has been extremely slow and there is still a
Secretary-General on their behalf by
:wide gap between accepted principles and
Princess Ashraf Pahlavi of Iran. The
: established practices.
Declaration maintains that economic and
*
social progress requires the full partici-: In the search to improve the quality of life
pation of women alongside men in all
:which characterizes the modern world, one
fields.
: cannot separate the progress of women from
: their integration in development.
The Declaration was signed or endorsed by *
the Heads of State or Government of the
: Our hope of seeing women become a new source
: of equilibrium and harmony in society is based
following countries:
: on the elimination of traditional forms of
Mali
Afghanistan
: segregation in the division of labour in
Malta
Algeria
: general.
Argentina
Mauritania
* earnestly hope that on the occasion of
:we
Australia
Mexico
:
International Women's Year, which is to begin
Austria
Morocco
: on 1 January 1975, all States will consider
Bahrain
Nepal
: taking concrete measures to this end."
Netherlands
Bangladesh
Bel g ium
New Zealand
*
Nicaragua
Brazil
***
Bulgaria
Norway
***
Oman
Canada
**
Pakistan
Cuba
*
Denmark
Philippines
**
Egypt
Poland
**
Romania
Ethiopia
*
*
Finland
Sin gapore
*
France
Spain
***
German Dem.Rep .
Sri Lanka
***
Germany (Fed. Rep.) Sudan
**
Greece
Sweden
*
Syrian Arab Rep.
Hungary
**
Iceland
Thailand
*
Trinidad and Tobago:*
India
Indonesia
Turkey
....*
Iran
USSR
**
Italy
United Kingdom
*
Ivory Coast
United States of
***
Japan
America
*
Lebanon
Uruguay
**
Malaysia
Venezuela
*

DECLARATION ON INTERNATIONAL WOMEN's YEAR

•

Following is the text of the Declaration:

**

:

"The fundamental principle of the equality :*
of rights of men and women has been pro- :
claimed in the Charter of the United
:
Nations · as well as the Universal Declara- *
**
tion of Human Rights, and reaffirmed in
*
other international covenants and
***
instruments.

*

The United Nations in addition has repeat-:*
edly recognized, as in the International : Princess Ashraf Pahlavi (right) shaking hands
Conference on Human Rights, that peace
: with Ms. Helvi Sipila. At centre is Secretarycannot be maintained nor can economic and : General Kurt Waldheim after the above-mentioned
ceremony.
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,/******************************************************* ******* **************************
*
*:
:*
WORLD cmlFERENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN Is j EAR
:

Mexico City, 19 June to 2 July 1975

:

:*
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Many of you may know that the site of th; Conference has been changed
from Bogota, Colombia to Mexico City. In view of the many requests
we have received from individuals who wish to attend this meeting we
would like to point out that it is a Governmental Conference and the
public may attend meetings depending on the space available.
A broad group of non-governmental organizations is presently considering holding a Tribune under which various activities will be undertaken,
such as daily briefings, discussion groups, film showin~s and -exhibits
which may be attended by the general public.
For further information
write: Ms. Mildred Persinger, Room 81 5, 345 East 46th Street, New York,

*:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:

N. Y. 10017.

:

~**********************************~****************************************************\

*

:* The second resolution entitled: "Conference
At its recent session the General Assembly : of the International Women's Year" decided
adopted seven resolutions relating to the : to invite all Governments to participate in
: the Conference and for national liberation
status of women as follows:
: movements recognized by the Organization of
3275 (XXIX) International Women's Year
: African Unity and/or by the League of Arab
3276 (XXIX) Conference of the Inter: States to participate as observers. It
national Women's Year
: requested the Conference to submit its
3277 (XXIX) Consultative Committee for
:proposals and recommendations to the Seventh
the Conference of the
: Special Session of the General Assembly to be
International Women's Yeaz:held in September, and to consider them also
3318 (XXIX) Protection of women and
:at its thirtieth session in 1975. The Assembly
children in emergency and : also ..lecide..i. to cor,sider at its thirtieth
armed conflict in the
: session an item entitlPrl: "Status and role of
struggle for peace, self- :women in society, with special reference to
determination, national
:the need for achieving equal rights for
liberation and independ- :women and to women's contribution to the
ence
: attainment of the goals of the Second United
3342 (XXIX) Women and development
: Nations Ievelopment Decade, to the struggle
3352 (XXIX) Employment of women by the
:against colonialism, racism and racial dissecretariats of organiza- :crimination and to the strengthening of intertions within the United
:national peace and of co-operation between
Nations system
: States".
3353 (XXIX) Amendment to the Staff Regu-:
lations a nd St aff Rules
:The third resolution entitled: "Consultative
of the United Nations
:committee for the Conference of the InterThe first resolution entitled: "Inter:national Women's Year" decided to establish
national Women's Year" called upon Govern- :a consultative committee to convene in March
ments, specialized agencies, regional
:1975, comprising 23 Governments, to consider
economic commissions and non-governmental
draft international plan of action on the
organizations to fully implement the
:elimination of discrimination against women.
.
programme for IWY. It recommended that
* I t expressed the hope that the Consultative
Member States should include in their
: Committee would be comprised of highly qualinational development plans projects designed: fied individuals designated by their respective
to integrate women more fully into the
:Governments.
It also decided that the cost
economic and social life of the nation, and : of convening such a committee be met from
that they should establish a national
:a voluntary fund established under Economic
commission or similar body as a priority
:and Social Council resolution 1850 (LVI), of
measure for IWY. It also appealed to
: 16 May 1974.
Governments and other bodies to give
:
voluntary contributions for IWY.
*
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (29th session) 1974

:a

•
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The fourth resolution (3318 (XXIX)) proclaimed a Declaration on the Protection of:*
Women and Children in Emergency and Armed *
Conflict.
It called for its strict obser-:
vance by all Mem~er States and_s~a~ed that:
attacks and bombings on the Cl. vilian pop- *
.
. .
.
.
*
ulation,
inflicted
incalculable
suffering,*
.
.
especially
to women and children.
who are :*
the most vulnerabJ~ members of the popula-:
tion, should be prohibited, and such acts :
condemned.
It also condemned the use of :
chemical and bacteriological weapons in the:
course of military operations as it was a :
most flagrant violation of the Geneva
:
Conventions.
It considered criminal all :
forms of repression and cruel and inhuman :
treatment of women and children in the
:
course of military operations or in
:
occupied territories.
:

'
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The fifth resolution entitled "Women and
development" considered that the development process would be enhanced by the
fuller participation of women and should
be assisted by positive action from the
UN system of organizations and believed
that the full and productive use of human
resources is a key factor in the promotion
of economic and social development.
The sixth resolution entitled "Employment
of women by the secretariats of organizations within the United Nations system"
requested the Secretary-General as well as
the heads of all organizations of the UN
system to give increased attention to the
recruitment and promotion of women in
order to achieve an equitable balance
between men and women before the end of
the Second UN Development Decade and to
report to the thirtieth session of the
General Assembly in 1975 on steps taken to
achieve this end. It also requested the
Secretary-General to report on the status
of women employees in the General Service
category.
The seventh resolution entitled: "Amendments to the Staff Regulations and Staff
Rules of the United Nations" took action
to eliminate inequalities regarding travel
expenses for women staff members. It also
decided to amend Ann~x IV to the Staff
Regulations by the substitution of the
word "spouse" for the words "wife, dependent husband" where they occurred.

*******

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
*
***
**
**
**
**
*
**

**
*

**
***
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
***
***
**
*
***
*

**

UNESCO
Unesco Gift Coupons are a kind of international cheque to buy basic materials to
help schools, teacher and vocational training
colleges, libraries, rural centres, etc., in
the developing countries, where needs are so
urgent that your contribution, however small,
is effective.
Donors choose "their" project;
Unesco provides information and visual materials illustrating it;
Each Gift Coupon is filled out by the donor
with their name and that of the recipient;
Gift Coupons are posted direct by the donor
to the recipient.
Gift Coupons are issued in the following
denominations: US dollars $10, $50, $100 and
$250 .
Some of the proposed projects for International
Women's Year Gift Coupon Programmes are as
follows :
GCP 564 Africa General - Women Teachers' role
in rural development
GCP 557 Cameroon - Education for Rural Women
GCP 325 Lebanon - Education for Village Girls
and Women
GCP 536 People's Democratic Republic of Yemen Training of Women Leaders
GCP 538 Bangladesh - Vocational Training for
Girls and Women
GCP 519 Nepal - Literacy for Women and
Community Development
GCP 563 Costa Rica - Population Education for
Women
GCP 543 Mexico - Pilot Project in Functional
Literacy
For f ull particulars please write to:
Unesco
Gift Coupon Office
Public Liaison Division
7, place de Fontenoy
7 5700 Paris, France
or :
Unesco
Gift Coupon Office
UN Headquarters
New York, N.Y.10017

*******
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ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES (OAS)
Inter-American Commission of Women

***
*
**

(b) To promote in those countries that have

:
:
:

(c) To encourage women attorneys to advise

The Inter-American Commission of Women at
its Seventeenth Assell'bly, held in Washington
D.C. from 16 to 23 September 1974, approved
a programme for the celebration of IWY. A
summary of its programme is listed below.

J

:

National Level

**
*
:*

not yet done so the ratification during
the Year of existing international
instruments related to women's rights
and their effective implementation; and
women about their rights and duties and,
if possible, to establish special offices
of consultation to deal with claims
related to violations and to facilitate
legal assistance wherever necessary.

1. The Chief of State may proclaim 1975 as
IwY, and authorities may make similar pro-:
clamations at the regional and local leveJ; The following programme and tentative schedule
of celebrations in all countries is suggested:
2. The publication and broad distribution of *
the Declaration on the Elimination of
: January 1975
Discrimination against Women; commemora- : 1. Proclamation of IWY in all countries.
tive postage stamps for the Year as well :
as for outstandin~ women: organization of: 2. Opening of a competition for a poster to
mark the event.
broadly disseminated speeches, forums,
:
roundtables, seminars, etc. on women's
: 3. Opening ceremony on IWY as the OAS field
problems during IWY ; organization of
*
office in each country and bestowing
competitions, public debates, poster
:
honours upon outstanding women.
contests: promotion of the accomplishmentS:
of women in specific areas; artistic
: February
expositions and cultural events organized:
4. Television panel discussions. One per week.
by women or focused on women and their
:
status; commemorative publications;
: March
efforts with high school, universities
:
5. Opening of art exhibit in the OAS Office.
and other institutions to establish
:
departments or programmes to teach and
: 6. Announcement of prize for the best poster,
conduct research on questions related to :
at the same ceremony.
the problems of women and inteusified
:
April
exchange of information on the subjects; :
organization of educational programmes
: 7. Announcement of written competition for
to inform women about their rights and
:
students.
duties; preparation of materials on the
:
status of women, the causes that deter* 8. Inauguration of graphics exhibit.
mine prejudice and existing discriminatioJ May
and the means to overcome them.
:
** 9. Seminar. One week auration , with an agenda
The following aspects should receive
based on the motto of IWY: Equality,
**
special attention:
Development and Peace.
*

(b) the image of women in textbooks; and

**
**
**
:

(c) analytical and comparative studies
wages earned by women and men broken
down into indiviaual economic
activity.

11.Publication of progress reports.
:
: July to December
: 12.Promotional campaigns.

(a) ideas about socio-cultural attitudes
toward women;

*
of:

3. Juridical aspect:
(a) To conduct country research work so

as to ascertain all aspects of the
status of women for the purpose of
reforming codes and prepare a real,
in-depth and comprehensive diagnosis
of women to enable the Commission to
formulate long-term programmes.

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

10.Announcement of winner of written
competition for students.
June

The emphasis in each country's celebration
will be placed as far as possible on the
first six months of 1975, in order that the
climax of that first stage may coincide with
the opening of the World Conference of the
IWY to be held in Mexico City, Mexico.
Activities will continue in the second stage
for the rest of the Year.
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NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES

: Chile

*

Some countries set up National Committees
:* The Chief of State, General Augusto Pinochet,
for IWY (governmental and non-governmental) * on 17 October 1974, proclaimed 1975 as the
** year to comemorate IWY in Chile. This proclaAfghanistan
** mation was made on the occasion of a ceremony
The Government of Afghanistan supports
** convened by the Secretaria Nacional de la
resolutions relating to IWY and is of the
* Mujer ,a Government Office established at
opinion that efforts undertaken by the
*** the Ministry of the Interior, in charge of
international community to effectively
** promoting women's activities and rights).
improve the condition of women in order to *
:* General Augusto Pinochet said:
enable them to meaningfully contribute to
society should not be confined only to IWY, * " ..... The Chilean woman deserves the recogni*** tion and gratitude of the Government that I
but rather, such measures and activities
should be intensified on a permanent basis * head because of personal merit, kindness and
** virtue as citizens. It is with deep satiswithin an ongoing programme.
**
In the Republic of AfghaRistan, many aspects: faction I have taken into account the resoluof the relationship between men and women
* tion of the General Assembly of the United
are governed by the principles set forth in : Nations to proclaim 1975 as International
the Hanafi doctrine of Islamic Jurisprudence: Women's Year.
which is founded on the Holy Koran. Laws
: In my position as Chief of State I join with
and regulations in Afghanistan are based on : all the countries of the world that will give
provisions of that doctrine.
: tribute to women and I proclaim in all the
* national territory that 1975 will be
As part of a sustained long-term programme, :
International Women's Year".
the Afghan Government has continued its
:
.
.
.
*
efforts to provide equal opportunities for *
*******
. active•
. * Costa Rica
all Afghan women, and to ensure their
participation in the economic and social
: -----developments of the country. The progress- * On 11 December 1974, the President of Costa
ive reforms and amendments incorporated into: Rica, Daniel Oduber, signed a Decree declaring
the election law, labour law, civil service : 1975 as International Women's Year. According
law and other relevant laws and regulations : to the Decree the proclamation of the Year
have been outlined and transmitted to the UN.: calls upon governmental and private institu.
.
. : tions as well as the whole country to
The Afghan Wo~en's In st itu~e, e st ablished in: collaborate in the celebration of the Year
1946, has as its goal the improvement of the*
.
.
· •
.
.
T f lf'l
. * to achieve equality between men and women.
position of women in society. o u i this•
goal, the Institute has continued to expand : On 26 November 1974, in the city of Alajuela,
its activities in the areas of home manage- : Costa Rica, a meeting was held in order to
ment skills for Af~han women such as child : organize a local committee for IWY.
care, budget planning, health care, as well *
*******
. literacy
.
.
as basic
and education.
Further- :*
more, the Institute addresses itself to the * Dominican Republic
question of women's legal rights as they are:: On 31 December 1974, the President of the
provided for in the laws of Afghanistan.
Republic, Dr. Joaquin Balaguer, signed
Other UN Member States may consider the
:
N 457 Ar · 1 1 O f
·
establishment of such institutes in their
: Decree 0 •
'
tic e
which declares
* that 1975 is International Women's Year in
countries as one useful means of improving * the Dominican Republic, based on the theme:
women's conditions and their role in society.: equality, development and peace.
The Afghan Family Guidance Association
*******
.
. heal~h care::* CORRECTION
provides
maternal care and chil~
for Afghan women and offers family guidance *
.
. •
No. 2 that
: We incorrectly reported in issue
programmes.
: two National Commissions for Unesco - Canada
The Government has decided to embark on a
: and Jamaica - co-sponsored a sub-regional
programme to give adequate publicity to the : conference entitled "Women and Human Rights goals and purposes of International Women's, : A Programme for Progress" planned to take
Year.
: place in Kingston, Jamaica in April 1975. It
*******
was held 10-15 December 1974.

1•

*******
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II.

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)

1. The Year was inaugurated by a message
from President Mohamed Anwar El Sadat of
Egypt which was broadcast by the Minister
of Social Affairs, Dr. Aisha Rateb on
1 January 197 5.
In his message President Anwar El Sadat
said:
The choice of the United Nations for 197 5
as the International Women's Year came as
a true expression of the faith of the
peoples of the world in the necessity to
consolidate the constructive role played
by woman.

**

***
*

*
***
**
***
**
*
***
*
***
*
***
**
:
**
**
*
***
**
**
***
**

=

3.

=

4.

5.

The followin g is a list of activities selected
for implementation at the national level
during IWY 197 5 :
1. Inaugural statements will be launched in
order to emphasize the importance of IWY
by the f ollowing:
a. The Chairman of the Provisional Coordinating Committee of the Ethiopian
Armed Forces.
b. Provincial Administrators.
c. Men and women leaders in all fields.
2. Machinery and procedures will be set up
for the continuous review and evaluation
of women's integration into all sectors
of economic and social life at all levels.
Short-term and long-term programmes and
priorities will be devised in order to
improve the condition of women and ensure
their integration in the total development
effort.

The nation is expecting a great deal from
the woman , and I am confident that the
Egyptian woman will make of International
Women's Year a good opportunity to lay
down the best and most appropriate
: 3. Nation-wide initiatives from NGO's (e.g.
feminist plans and programmes for the
organizations in business, industry and
*
realisation of the objectives of our
civil life, professional organizations,
***
prople and nation.
labour unions, educational institutions,
**
The Friday sermon on 3 January 1975, at
:
student associations, mass communication
all mosques all over the country was on
:
media, etc.) will be enlisted to:
the subject of International Women's Year,:
a. Help bring progress in the area of
with an account on women's rights as pre-:
women's rights and responsibilities.
scribed by the Moslem religion and the
:
Holy Koran. This was implementation of a:
b. Increase participation in and support
directive issued by the Deputy Prime
:
for the national and international
Minister in charge of Religious Affairs, :
women's movements.
Dr. Abdel Aziz Kamel.
c. Work towards promoting full partner*
A central committee under the chairman- *
ship between men and women.
*
ship of the Minister of Social Affairs
*
4. Every possible attempt will be made to
was formed. Membership embodies repreestablish a national commission in
sentatives of all government departments *
**
Ethiopia to review, evaluate and recommend
concerned, as well as non-governmental
***
measures and priorities to ensure equality
organizations.
*
between men and women. When the commission
The Women's Affairs Secretariat General *
**
is established a sub-collllllittee will be
of the Arab Socialist Union (Egypt's
**
formed in order to undertake fact-finding
political party) formed a central
**
and comprehensive studies related to the
committee for IWY within the Central
**
needs and problems of Ethiopian women in
Secretariat and branch committees with
*
both rural and urban areas.
chapters of the Party covering the whole *
* 5. In order to emphasize the three objectives
:
country.
*
of the Year, publicity and educational proCommittees for the Year have been formed :*
grammes will be conducted in both rural
by a number of NGO's. Some of these are::
and urban areas with the use of:
*
United Nations Association of Egypt;
a. Pamphlets and posters.
***
Cairo Women's Club;
*
b. Commemorative postage stamps , calendars
Egyptian Society for Family Planning . *
and first-day covers •
*
11

2.

Ethion ia

•••••••
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**
**
*
Spot statements on radio and TV.
***
Radio and TV talks and forums will be *
given focusin g on activities of women *
**
from all walks of life.
**
Free time for UN programmes on nation-:*

c. Commemorative publications.
d.
e.

f.

al radio and TV networks.
g . Two film festivals will be organized.

strators.

:!ers in e.ll '.:,

Jtes vi l ce ,,
eviev ar.d ei,:·
ln into a:: ...
ll life at a::·
;erm pro.rE.::i.'
ivised i~ er.~·

I of VOCet !.:'.

the tot•' ;,::
,1..,
Q_, ..

es rroc s,:·; ,
ness, infa:~.
nal organb:.·
ional ins:::~
ws cc;:;:,
enlisted to

s in the am·'
responsib::!::.

:ion in a.d r.·
1d internet::::.

h . Exhibitions featuring artistic and
cultural work, especially by women.
i. Public debates, essays and poster
contests will be organized.
j. Awards will be offered to honour
achievements by women in specific
fields.
k. Awards to honour outstanding contributions of women and men to the objectives of the Year will be offered.
1. The Declaration on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women will be
translated into the national language
(Amharic) and distributed to schools,
agencies and the general public and
students wilb· be encouraged to study
the Declaration.

6. Schools, colleges and universities will

:

**
*
***
**
**
*
***
**
*
***
**
*
***
**
**
**
***
**
***
**
:*

be encouraged to establish programmes for:
teaching and research in questions relat-:
ed to the promotion of equality of men
:
and women and the elimination of discri- :
mination and prejudi~e against women.
:
7. Material ( including audio-visual material):*
will be prepared dealing with women's
:
rights, responsibilities and the causes
:
of prejudice and discrimination against
:
them and ways of overcoming it, to be
:
used by students and teachers at all
:
levels , employers , workers and trade
:
unionists, community groups and voluntary:
organizations.
:

8. The National University will be encouragea:*
to establish a Women's History Centre to
gather and make available material of
developments on the status of women at
the national and international levels.

:
:
:
:

*
9. Educational programmes will be developed *
to inform women of their legal rights
and the means available for their
enforcement.

*

***

**
**
*
**

10 . Other programmes will be developed to:
a. Promote equal participation of women
and men in the labour union movement
and the access to positions of leadership for women within the unions.
b. Provide seminars and workshops to
prepare women for participation in
politics at local, state, national
and international levels.
c. Government, non-governmental and
international agencies will be
approached and encouraged to provide
scholarships for advanced studies
and make provisions for the participation of women in seminars and
conferences at both national and
international levels.
11. Studies and surveys on all aspects of
the status of women, both in law and
in practice and on the changing roles
of men and women in society and in the
family, will be carried out by the
Commission and various faculties of
the University will be encouraged to
undertake such studies and surveys.
12. The followin g broad areas will merit
special attention:
a. Inquiries into customs, traditions,
practices and attitudes which impede
or pro~ote the exercise of equal
rights of men and women, and which
constrain or increase women's contribution to development.
b. The assessment and evaluation of
women's current and potential contribution to the various sectors in
relation to the country's overall
development plans and programmes.
c. The interrelationship of the condition
of women, population change and overall development.
d. Extent of women's participation in
the labour force and their position
within it and in trade union organizations. Special attention will also
be given to the agricultural and
service sectors of the economy and
co-operatives.
13. Governmental and non-governmental conferences, seminars, training courses and
other types of meetings will be convened
during the Year.
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NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)!* The programme of activities drawn up by the
Committee include the following:
Ethiopia (contd.)
***
1.
Proclamation of the Year by the Head of
**
14. Visits, lecture tours, and discussion
State, Col. I.K. Acheampong , on 8
*
groups for both men and women will be
**
December 1974.
organized in order to study common
*
*
In his statement, Col. Acheampong said :
problems and to investigate opportuni- *
II
ties offered to women and girls in all **
*
One
of the barriers to the progress of
sectors.
**
women is in the field of education. We
*
15. The activities of women's organizations:
might recall one of the pften quoted
for improving the condition of life and!
sayings of Dr. Aggrey 'Educate a man and
future prospects for women and for con-:
you educate an individual , educate a woman
tributing to the development of friendly:
and you educate a nation'.
relations and co-operation among nations!
and peace will be developed and
!
strengthened by increasing co-operation:
Where there are discriminatory attitudes,
and exchange between them, and giving
:
belie:fsand customary practices, they must
their efforts and achievements wider
:
be abolished to enable all women - from
publicity to gain support by Governments:
the rural areas and the cities to realise
and the general public.
:
their full potential.
16. Governments will be encouraged to
*** Naturally, a great deal will depend on the
ratify all existing international
**
women themselves who would require strong
**
instruments related to women's ri~bts
leadership from the more fortunate, educated
*
during the Year, and to implement
women. Someone wisely observed that 'Men
*
*
fully their provisions.
of vision can plan for women's advancement
***
but the final responsibility for ensuring
**
that their needs are not overlooked and
*******
**
their potential development is fully
France
**
cultivated, rests with women themselves ... "
On 8 January, Francoise Giroud, Secretary or:*
State, Ministry on the Status of Women, in a: 2 . Publicity measures, such as distribution
of posters, banners, sale of breast badges,
press conference, officially inaugurated
:
necklaces, ear-rings and cloths made with
International Women's Year and answered
:
the emblem for IWY, also fund raising
questions of journalists on the status of
:
dances will be held. (Funds realized from
women throughout the world and especially
:
the above activities will be used to build
in France.
:
creches for working mothers).
At the beginning of March in Paris, Inter- :*
Other activities will include film shows,
national Women's Day will be celebrated with!
radio and TV talks, cultural displays,
representatives from sixty-five European and:
sports events in schools and mass distribuFrench-speaking countries discussing the
:
tion of relevant reading material.
theme "The next step".
:
II.

Information lectures on the status of women : 3 .
will be given in all primary and secondary *
**
schools and an international women's day
**
will be officially held in October 197 5 in *
**
Paris as well as throughout the country.

*******
Ghana
A National Ad Hoc Committee comprising
representatives from the key Ministries and
Departments, voluntary organizations and
interested individuals was set up early in
1974 to plan and organize I WY celebrations.

**
**
**
*
:*
:
:
:
:

*

Educational measures will include: symposia,
debates or lectures on topics such as
"Women's contribution to the economic life
in Ghana" and "Women's legal rights in
marriage", and on other subjects aimed at
making women, especially rural women, aware
of the educational training, training and
employment opportunities available. Also
seminars and workshops have been planned.
(A one day seminar was held in December
1974 for briefing the Regional Ad Hoc
Committee about the significance and
objectives of the Year as well as the
national programmes drawn up for the Year .

llltttt
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4. Action to be taken by appropriate govern.:
mental and non-governmental organization~
to improve the status of women, for
example:
!

Council of Hungarian Women, National Council
of Trade Unions, Young Commun~st League, etc.
represent the broadest strata of the population of the country and undertake to carry a
twofold task - to call the attention of
! public opinion to the significance of IWY and
! to promote the practical assertion of the
rights existing in the country (the Constitution and the le gal system of the Hungarian
f People's Republic guarantee the equal rights
; of women).

*

a. Revision of school textbooks to
replace the traditional stereotyped
image of men and women with new
concepts.

!

$

b. Intensifying efforts to improve the
status of rural women on an equal
basis with men with respect to train- i
ing in co-operatives and modern
* On 8 March 1975, International Women's Day,
a griculture.
i the Hungarian Association for the UN and the
National Council of Hungarian Women will hold
c. Intensifying efforts to provide
a j oint festive meeting to review the signifi* cance of IWY as well as the internationally
adequate health, family planning ,
child-care and other health services.
unfolding struggle of progressive forces and
its results. Every social and mass organizad. Establishing programmes for teaching
on the promotion of equality between i tion will draw up a special plan for the
men and women in schools.
! national celebration of IWY.

i

$

!

no

.1

Hungarian Academy of Sciences will launch
$* The
research into the subject "Women's equality,
its situation and evolution in Hungarian
* society
from 1945 to 1975".
$ The Hungarian news media (press, radio and TV)

e. Research into customs, traditions,
practices and attitudes that discrim- 1
inate against women and constrain
their contribution to development,
i
and making the findings public with
a view to changing preconceived ideas.!

'iClll1 :,:.:-

e !"e :c;. ~;o.
se. 1 ob!.,;:
:or ·,-:.:e:: ..

~e net en::
ve ~ot~•·: :;._

it~ ···e: i:...
' S:l:~ !.: :~:~

s, sale :'. :·
~s a.:i ~:::::
, llsot..:.:~

will regularly discuss the significance and
the events of IWY. Several relevant publica5. The Government plans to establish within
tions will be printed for mass distribution
a short while a national commission on
i
and the Hungarian Post Office plans to issue
women and development which will adopt a *
a set of stamps connnemorating prominent
programme for IWY.
** women
in Hungarian history.

$

*******

Greece
On

11 January 1975, President Michael

**

Hungarian social organization will take
$ The
an active part in the preparation of the

t

* World Congress of Women initiated by the

Federation of Democratic Women, to be
$ World
held in Berlin in October 1975. In November

St as inopoulos proclaimed the opening of
International Women's Year. In his message i
to the people of Greece, the Pres1"d ent,
*
referring to the General Assembly's decii
sion, said that during 1975 a programme willi
be organized in collaboration with various i
women's organizations to project equality
between the sexes, abolish discrimination
;
against women and employ women for promot- :*
ing the idea of peace. The President said i
that although much had been done in favour i
of women in Greece, still more had to be
f
done, both by legislation and the proper
RnnlicRt i o;; of the relevant laws.

$
$
$

*******
Hungary
Hungary has set up a Preparatory Connnittee
headed by the President of the National
Assembly.
The organizations and social
institutions taking part in it: National

i

$

1974, the Congress Preparatory and Executive
Committee held a session in Hungary.
To sum up the experiences of IWY and to
utilize them, the Second National Women's
Conference will meet in December 1975.

*******
India
A National Committee on IWY has been constitued with Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi as
its President. The Committee comprises 33
members and includes women Ministers in charge
of Social Welfare in the State Governments; a
number of women members of both the Houses of
Parliament ; and experienced social workers.
Its first meeting was held on 10 December 1974
which was Human Rights Day.

=
*
=
* The

programmes finalized are:
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II.

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.)

_!ndia (Contd. )

!*
**

*

1. A message from the President for IWY: the:
messa5 e ~ill be released when National
!
Women's Day is declar~d by the Committee.$
2. Issue of a commemorative postage stamp.

!

3. Distribution of educative material among
educational institutions, Panchayat Raj
institutions, etc.

**
**

4.

A series of seminars, conferences,

discussions and talks - district and
state levels - for discussing various
aspects of the Indian women's welfare,
will be held.
5. Publicity measures through All India
Radio inviting eminent personalities
from all walks to life to participate at
the national level on the following
themes:
a. Women's problems in India - prospect
and retrospect:
b. Women's education and employment:
c. Rural women and local development ;
d. Women and civilization;
e. Stri Shakti - Sarvodaya approach.

$
**
*

*

=
*

i 8.

**

t

*

**

i

=
*
=
=
*
*
**
*

=
i 9.
*

Further, All India Radio will be asked to**
include features, dialogues, interviews, :
talks, discussions, symposia, etc., in
general and women's programmes (both
!
urban and rural) as well as youth pro!
grammes, etc. The subjects would be
*
basically on politics, education, social ;
and humanitarian work, medicine, religion$
a nd culture.
f

!

to publish a book entitled "Women in India"
and a special number of the Central Social
Welfare Board monthly magazine "Social
Welfare" will be issued. 'lhe Ministry oi:
Labour has been requested to produce a
book entitled "Women in Industry". The
Ministry of Information and Broadcasttn~
will request all leading magazines and
periodicals to bring out special numbers
for IWY. The Department of Social Welfare
is preparing a statistical handbook and
also arranging for a select annotated
bibliography on the status of women in
India.
essay competition at the national and
state level is proposed on some of the
following subjects:

An

!

St

p
~J.

:~eral

a. The educated women's search for
identity in modern India.
b. Role of Indian women in social action
and reform.
c. Is woman inferior to man?

A

Y.rs

.ec

d. Role of village women in rural reconstruction.
Suitable prizes will be awarded.
It is proposed to hold two national
seminars and a national convention during
the Year. The following subjects are
suggested :
a. Equal wage for equal work for both
men and women.
b. Women for peace and development.
c. Discrimination in women's life - social,
economic, religious, legal and political.

d. Status of women's education in India.
All India Radio will also be requested tot
. .
.
*1O.The
Ministry
enli'ghten i·t s 1·is t eners on measures
.
b • of Information and Broadcastpassed by different legislation since
f
~ng wi 11 ring out 1,500,000 copies of an
independence for the benefit of women in
il~us~rated calendar with woman as the
·
·
b etween men and
removing
inequa
1 ity
t principal theme.
women.
t 11.Special sports meetings for women are
6. Publicity through films and film festi- f
being organized in urban and rural areas.
vals - a film festival may be organized ;12 :Programmes of research on problems relatwith particular reference to women and
! ing to the status of women and women's
some old films be re-circulated during
! welfare will be undertaken in certain
1975. The Ministry of External Affairs
leading institutions.
has sponsored a film entitled "Women i n *
India" which will be released this year. 11 3 -All I nd ia Women's Day is to be observed
! (the date is to be decided shortly).
7. Publication of special commemorative
. 1
· t ry o f
!** 1 4 .Organization of exhibitions
highlighting
volumes and art ices
- Th e M'inis
.
.
.
. *
the role of women in society is under
Information and Broadcasting is proposing
considerat·
ion. *******

$

_;-J.'.l: Pr

:ir
t
E
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Indonesia

**

The Indonesian Government has established *
*
a National Committee for IWY and has also
decided to mark Mother's Day on 22
1
December 1974 as a starting point for all f
activities and programmes in connexion
1
with IWY, with an inaugural statement by
*
the President of the Republic of Indonesia.$
The composition of the chairpeople is as
follows:

r
he

General Chairman:

ion a: :•• ...
~se1 c~-:'·
...

0

s:

First Vice General
Chairman

er. 's se!::.

em :c:!:.

Inforn,ation activities on the aims of IWY and

consultations on the programme to be followed,
i begun
in 1973, have continued during 1974.

Second Vice
General Chairman

Interest in them has spread also to political
parties, trade unions, productive sectors and
information mass media.
The most important results so far achieved
outlined below:

$ are
*

1. The Presidency of the Council of Ministers
has set up a "Committee for IWY" presided
over by the Hon. Tina Anselmi, UnderSecretary of Labour. This Committee
*
t
consists of representatives of interested
Mr.H.M.S.Mintaredja
*
Ministries, including the Ministry of
*
Minister for Social
f
Foreign Affairs; representatives of the
Affairs
*
principal women's association and organizations; and representatives of political
Mr. Erman Harirustaman
parties, trade unions and productive
Director General for
f
sectors, including agriculture.
Local Government
Affairs
2. Consultative organs of a sectoral nature

Prof.Dr.Soekowati
State Minister for
People's Welfare

t
*
t

$
t

Chairman

Vice Chairman

Committee's
Chairman

ir. ·,. .:e: ~ ·o;s , :~;t ..

nfor:l~:·~ t: ..
t : ,5-- ,.....
d&T vitt .,- .

i

Mrs. Roesiah Sardjono
Secretary General of *
t
the Ministry of
t
Social Affairs
Mr. Achmadi
Director General of
the Ministry of
Home Affairs
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

*******
Ireland

Sutanto
Adam Malik
Sjarif Thajeb
Surono
Suwarni Salyo

$
*

t

$
t
t

*

t

$
*

t

*

i;

The Department of Labour will co-ordinate f
a national programme and a major part will; 3 .
be played by the Council for the Status of*
Women, representing 23 women's organiza- f
tions.
1

t
A main part of the programme will be a
seminar under the Council's auspices, at t
the Royal Dublin Society in Ballisbridge t
*
on 1-2 February 1975, and the items under *
*
discussion are:
t

have been established by individual
Ministries as follows:
a. The Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
has set up, by ministerial decree, the
"National Committee for the problems of
female labour", as a permanent body. It
consists of representatives of women's
associations and trade unions.
b. The Ministry of Justice has initiated
systematic consultations with women's
associations with a view to studying
the problems of women which require
legislative reform.
c. The Ministry of Health proposes to
establish shortly a "Study Committee
for the protection of the health of
women".
All the initiatives suggested by the SecretarvGeneral have been included in the basic outline and will be used by all Italian centres
to formulate proposals. The initiatives
already defined include the following:
a. Issue of a commemorative stamp.
b. Announcement of a national celebration.

c. Development of an extensive programme of
*
information and discussion on radio and
Elimination of discrimination against
t
TV.
women; Review of the Irish Commission's t
Report (1972) on the status of women;
t
d. Preparation of articles for the press.
United Nations conventions; women in
*
t
4. A national conference is under consideration.
politics; education for living ; and
women for peace.
** 5. A national convention on women will be
*******
considered.

*******
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II.

NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.) :*

Jamaica

**
*
:*

1. Radio and TV programmes.
2. Pamphlets and posters.

3, Exhibitions of women's cultural and
In a statement issued on 4 January 1975, the
artistic work.
Prime Minister. the Hon. Michael Manlev,
:
declared the Government's firm commitment to:
4. Content for hi gh school and college
-·, reco1
the principle of establishing the legal and :
students on topics concerning women.
!)Ct!
institutional framework within which
:
·:rern::ent ,
*******
Jamaicans can move rapidly towards the posi-:
·-:l'
vising
tion of equality between the sexes in
*
society.
: Nepal
::~ specif
,ri,;.;...,-ajesty King Birendra has constituted a
,,,...:,istrat:
Mr. Manley called on all Jamaicans to
=7-member committee under the patronage of
(ebY the
involve themselves as fully as possible in :Her Majesty Queen Aishwarya to celebrate
the many and varied programmes planned for
*:197 5 as IWY in
. Nepal.
·., [-0 'tt1
the Year and, addressing the men of the
;;:rities 1
countrv. invited them to approach the sub- :* The committee is headed b:v the President of
-·· o:
:,::don
:the
Nepal
Women's
Organization
and
includes
ject of the status of women with an open
t~ te COI:l]
: Rashtriya Panchayat Member Mrs. Kamal Rana,
mind, uncluttered by prejudice and preconceived ideas.
He said : "In the process : Dr. Kanti Giri, Mrs. Angur Baba Joshi, Miss
of according to our women their full rights : Indira Rana and Mrs. Inu Aryal and Mrs.
,;1ern:ent
: Shanti Mishra, Member-Secretary of the Committee. _,'.:r ettiv:
as individuals, we will grow in moral and
spiritual stature".
_~,e t'Und!
•His
*
Majesty the King has also made arrange::::~rative
The Prime Minister directed a special appeal: ments for the participation of representatives
to women in Jamaica, asking them to approach :of Home Panchayat, Law and Justice, Industry
:<:::i;tee 1
their liberating task with understanding and : and Commerce, Food and Agriculture, Education,
:cm, fi1
compassion - understanding of the fears whicJtHealth and Foreign Ministries in the Committee.
p::e ~inii
men have and the compassion which is born of:
*******
•~:::en and
this comprehension. This, he said, would
:
ensure that there were no overtones of
: Netherlands
~ ::, :reasUJ
bitterness and recrimination in their
*
approach. Such overtones could only lead t 0 :The Government of the Netherlands has set up
-~J the (
*• a National Committee for IWY. The purpose
~::i the 1
further resistance, he added.
: of the Committee is to organize IWY in the
.::. soci1
: Netherlands within the context of the intia******* '
':. .:..sorgar
: ti ve taken by the UN. The Committee assumes
~,: ,ith th1
Lebanon
:that the complete and full development of a
~r:::s
and (
The Council of Ministers has decided to form :country and the welfare and peace of the
-:~,~s vi1
a special committee presided over by the
:world require the maximum participation of
\~ tovled!
Minister of Labour and Social Affairs and
: women as well as men in all spheres.
::ie vill
composed of Directors-General
of the Mini
•
•
. .
. st~ It h as d eel.•d e d t o d evote its
energies
to
of
Labour
and
the
Ministry
of
Information,
*•
h
•
h
·
-·'+'
·· ,:e nlar
.
.
.
measures w ic wi 11 :
in order to organize the programme of parti-:
·::t tor a
cipation of Lebanon to suggested activities :a, Promote equality between the sexes.
\, :7 the
for celebration of IWY .
: b Ensure the complete integration of women
-:,!tpleo1
*******
* . into the entire development process , by
-~ !Ihibi1
** emphasizing women's responsibility and
Madagascar
-! •l:Ut (
** the importance of their role with regard
_!l'l1tha
1
*
An inter-ministerial work committee was
** to economic, social and cultural develop'tt."ntent
created for the celebration of IWY in co** ments at national, regional and inter:·;ifJ ici
operation with all regional organs working
** national levels, particularly during the
.: o. Y
ork
for the promotion of women.
** Second United Nations Development Decade.
1
~: % a1
*
A questionnaire has been sent to the heads
, :'. llilj
:* C. Recognize the importance of an increasing
of provincial services in order to determine
·1t to be
contribution
by
women
to
the
development
*
the status and role of women.
*** of friendly relations and co-operation
Activities to be undertaken include the
between State and to the consolidation of
** world
peace.
following:
*

:.:::.:, :,o'

**
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The Committee will try to do this by:

:* New Zealand

a. Carrying out, promotin~ and coordinating:*
all activities which will help to involve:
all sectors of Dutch society in this cam-:
paign year.
:
b Drawing up a plan of activities.
:
·
:
c. Making recommendations to the Netherlands:
Government.
:
:
d. Supervising the implementation of the
:
plan specified under b.
:
e. Administration of the money made avail- :
able by the Government and other bodies. :
f. The Committee will see to it that the
activities which arise from the implementation of the plan under Article 3
will be completed by 30 June 1976 at the
latest.

a.:sv :.::: ~
t!c:1 c~ re::~

II

urtic:;:::

a1.i s~te:e:

:*
:
:
:
:

Th e Governmen t h as mad e Dfl . 2 , 000 , 000 ava1. 1 - :*
able for activities in IWY and the Committee:
will have funds at its disposal to cover
:
administrative and organizational expenses. :
:
The Committee will consist of a maximum of
25 members, five of them have been appoint- :

A press statement issued by the Prime
Minister of New Zealand. the Hon. W.E. RowlinF,
said that the Committee on Women, under the
Chairmanship of Mrs. Miriam Dell, will coordinate and promote activities in New Zealand
to mark International Women's Year 1975.
He said that in September 1973 the Government
established a Parliamentarv Select Committee
to look into all aspects of women's rights in
New Zealand. The report which is expected to
highlight areas where administrative, legislative and other measures may be required should
be available early 1975.
A film on the changing roles and position of
women in New Zealand may be used to publicize
the Women's Convention (New Zealand) to be
held 13-15 June 1975. Other plans include
arranging a film festival of material related
to women in New Zealand and elsewhere
for two
.
or three days before the Convention.
Nationally circulated magazines are being
asked to establish a regular column related
to IWY and the activities of the June Convention.

ed by the Minister of Cultural Affairs,
:* All schools and educational organizations
Recreation and Social Work. They are the
: are being offered material and speakers for
Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen, the Secretary : the Year.
and the Treasurer. The other members will *
: A stamp to commemorate IWY will be issued
come from the organizations concerned with : and a national art and essay competition
promoting th e equality of th e sexes;
: held on women in New Zealand. The news media
economic. social, cultural, political a nd
: are being asked to assist with background and
religiou~ organizations; organiza~ions con- : news re orts.
cerned with the development of friendly
*
P
*******
relations and cooperation with other States;:
and persons with a special interest or
: Panama
expert knowledge in the field in which the : - - Committee will be working.
Special Committee of Women's Associations
: for the celebration of IWY was established
0 ne of the plans submitted to the Committee,: in Panama on 20 April 1974.
The associations
the plan for a programme of events put
*areas follows:
forward by the joint women's organizations, :
Consejo Nacional de Mujeres
will be implemented. The plan entails more :
Union de Mujeres Arnericanas
than an exhibition. The idea is to present :
Asociacion de Mujeres Universitarias
a whole gamut of wishes and requirements in :
de Panama
such a way that the public is motivated and :
Comite Panameno de Cooperaci6n con
the Government activated into arriving at
:
la Comis1on Interamericana de
coherent policy on emancipation. A large
:
Mu,jeres de la O.E.A.
number of work and study groups will work
:
Federacion Nacional de Mujeres
on the preparation of the programme on the :
Catolicas
basis of a limited number of topics which
:*
Club
de Mujeres Profesionales y de
have yet to be decided upon.
:
Negocios
**
*******
Federacion Nacional de Mujeres
*
Democraticas

:A

•••
*

*******
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II. NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.) *: 5 . April 1975:
Publication of a woman's magazine dealing
**
Philippines_
with the social and family problems of
**
On 6 January 1975, in a celebration organ- *
women.
ized by the Civic Assembly of Women in the *
*:* 6 . May 1975:
- - -- - -

Philippines at the Cultural Centre, the
First Lady, Mrs. Imelda Romualdez Marcos,
launched IWY. She also announced the
creation of a National Commission on the
Role of Filipino Women under the Offic~ o~
the President. through Presidential Decree
No. 633. This Commission will prepare the
national programme for IWY.

**
*

**
:* 7.
**
***
*8
: ·

The Philippine Government has also undertaken steps to issue a commemorative postage:
stamp.
:
The media. in particular the press, have
begun to run regular features on IWY as well
as articles on the current status of the
Filipino woman.
Universities and similar
bodies have shown interest in research on
the status of the Filipino woman.

*******
Rwanda
The following programme in celebration of
IWY has been formulated:

.

,, . 0ro
.r,nl •

..

~;., t!le ce
•·'

,,..,,, or;Bll-"
,;

Holiday for working women in Rwanda .
Mother's holiday.
June 1975:
Participation in the World Conference of
International Women's Year in Mexico City.
July 197 5 :
Women's Art Exposition of Rwanda - district
level.

:* 9 . Au1n1st 1975:
:
National Congress on the theme - Position
:
of women in Rwandan Society : Equality,
:
Development and Peace.
:
: 10.September 1975:
*
On 8 September there will be a celebration
*** for World Literacy Day at all levels **
national, regicnal and local, on the the~~=
*
Literacy and the Rwandan Woman.

,:,ion

'"Sin

~:::~a~hs,

:;:; role
,. i, ;~e e
~,1ers tod
•,•:.-s on s
::~: conc e

~:•er arr
.,. ;;!:~s.

-,:.::c: and
, ,;:en of
-:::s. at r

**

:* 11. October 197 5:

**
There will be a conference at Ki gali.
** Themes: Declaration on the Elimination of
a. Establishment of a National Women's
of Discrimination against Women.
Commission comprising twelve members and *
*
Results of the inquiry into the
charged with the organization, prepara- **
**
status of women in Rwanda.
tion and coordination of all activities
undertaken in Rwanda for this occasion.
*:* 12. November 1975:
b. Designation of 20 women responsible for
* A similar conference will be held in
the above-mentioned activities at the
:*
local level, i.e. 10 local representatives!
Butare.
plus 10 additional assistants working
:13.December 1975:
under. the
:*
Mee t ing
•
• al women , s Commission
• ·
. supervision of the National
o f Na t ion
Commission.
** an d d e1 egat es t o review
·
· · ·
the activities
:
undertaken during 1975 and to develop a
2. January 1975:
:
programme for future years.
a. Opening of Women's Year in Rwanda .
*:14.Commemorative stamps for the Year.
b. Meeting of the National Commission to
*
:15.There
will be 2 meetings of 1 day at the
establish a definitive programme for
:
local level and 2 meetings of 2 to 3 days
the Year.
:
at the regional level attended by repre3. February 1975 :
:
sentatives at the local level.
These
:
meetings will be under the supervision of
Launching of a literary meeting on the
:
the local authorities in collaboration
status of women in Rwanda.
:
with the National Women's Commission and
4. March 1975:
:
the directors of social institutions.
:
The dates for these meetings will be
a. On 8 March a celebration of Inter:
arranged by the authorities at the regional
national Women's Day.
:
level responsible for IWY.
b. Sports tournament for girls.

1. December 1974:

*******

""'·' E:i spe
.c:, :e:tures
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:* 3. In addition, various programmes and
activities will be organized by the
*
The following programmes have to date been
different Women's Organizations in Sri
***
planned for the celebration of IWY:
Lanka, which shall be co-ordinated by the
*
Programmes organized by the Singapore Nation-:*
Government of Sri Lanka.
al Museum:
:
* Tbe Panadura Branch of the Sri Lanka National
a. Forum (topics: women. their rights and
: Committee for IWY has formulated the followduties. their place in society, etc.).
: ing programme:
b. Musical recital by women artists.
:* 1. A dance was held on 28 December 1974 to
raise funds for its work for IWY.
c. Demonstration of Singapore's traditional *
**
dance forms by women artists.
*
* 2 . The members will meet with women released
d. Exhibition "Singapore Women, 1819 to 1975":*
from the Remand Prison at Pandura in an
of photographs, costumes, etc., to illus-:
effort to rehabilitate them by teaching
trate the role of women as wife and
:
them ways to earn a living.
mother in the early days and as citizens :
and workers today.
: 3. Tbey will clean the hospital at Panadura
:
on an appointed day.
e. Film shows on subjects of interest to
women and concerning women. such as cook- :* 4. They will collect new exercise books and
ing. flower arranging. traditional arts
:
distribute them among poor students.
and crafts.
*: 5. They will teach rattan weaving, sewing,
f. Competition and exhibition of photographs.:
crochet, etc., to women who are ignorant
Theme: women of Singapore, women at work, :
of such crafts so that they can earn
at sports, at recreation.
money.
*

**
**
National Library::*
on subjects such:*

g. Fashion show of early costumes.
Programmes organized by the

a. Compilation of booklists
as "Women in Society" "Feminism".
b. Film shows.
c. Essays and speech contests.
d. Talks, lectures and forums.

:

*

**
**

6. Tbey will visit rural areas and provide
them with a better understanding of
family planning and nutrition with the
aid of film shows and literature.

7. They will provide an opportunity to women
who have not yet donated their eyes to
the Eye Bank, to do so.

:* 8. They will conduct film shows re1TUlarly

*

The Department of Broadcasting will probably *
*
telecast "Fear Woman ,. in the "International *
*9
:
Zone" series . as well as other programmes by
**
the UN Radio and Visual Services. Local
*
programmes will be arranged later.
:*
,·

rev~e·; ~:: .....

:,·5a::::•e 7ei.:s,

*******

with the help of the UN Information
Centre, Colombo, and diplomatic missions.
Tbev will participate in the work of the
Sri Lanka National Committee for IWY and
the national effort as co-ordinated by
the Planning Ministry.

:* 10.Tbey will collect clothes and shoes to
:
distribute among poor people.

The tentative programme in celebration of IWY:* 11. They have prepared flags for IWY priced
is as follows:
:
at US$50.00 for 5' x 3' and US$60.00 for
:
6 1 x 4 1 • The basic colour is gold while
1. A special message from His Excellency th e :
the IWY emblem appears in black and white.
President of the Republic of Sri Lanka, the*
For further information contact:
Prime Minister and the Resident Represen- :
tative of the UNDP in Sri Lanka is to be :
Mrs. Verna Karunatilleke
published in the local press on 1 January :
Honorary Secretary Panadura Committee
1975 to commemorate the inauguration of
:
for IWY
International Women's Year.
:
thirty nine upon one
** cyril jansz mawatha
2. Special radio programmes on the role of
**
Panadura, Sri Lanka
women in Sri Lanka will be broadcast.

**

*******
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* Sweden

Sudan
In a speech delivered by H.E. the President
of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan on
Independence Day on 1 January 1975 the
followin g commen~s were made regarding the
status of women in that country :

**
**
:*
:
:

*

:

*

- - - - -- - - --

The Swedish Government in late 1 972 appointed
an Advisory Council on Equality between men
and women which is attached to the Office of
the Prime Minister. This Council is the
coordinating body for national activities in
connexion with IWY. One of the first tasks
for the Council is to survey both governmental and non-governmental organizations' plans
and activities during the Year.

"The May Revolution has liberated our society:
from the vices of the biased discrimination :
between the sons of one country and the
:
The Council on Equality is discussing a
unjust discrimination between men and women. :
broad variety of activities, including the
*
We have always been pioneers dear brothers, * followin g :
*
** 1. A folder about IWY.
when we have ridden our Constitution and
*
our laws of any discrimination between men
** 2 . An enquiry addressed to governmental end
and women not only in political and social
**
non-governmental organizations regarding
rights, but also in labour , wages and
**
their
planned activities during IWY.
pension ri ghts. Sudanese women are now
**
participating in every field, in popular
** 3. Exhibition.
local government, the People's Assembly,
*
*
report of the situation of women in
the regional People's Assembly , the Sudan
** 4. A
Sweden, prepared by the Swedish Institute
Socialist Union, popular and trade unionist *
*
for Social Research.
movements and all fields of work and service.:
During the new year, the International
:*
Women's Year, recognized by the United
:
Nations, we will not stop at the legal and
:
constitutional equality and at what we have :
achieved in the field of participation, but :
we will have to proceed and create the
:
objective conditions for the full participa-:
~ion and to develop the suitable under~tand-:
1ng both men and women to accept equality
:
and practice it.
:
We should encourage our girls to enter the
professions that were confined to men only
and to end all forms of discrimination
between boys and girls in the opportunities
for education, training and rehabilitation.

The Swedish International Development Authority is planning the following activities :
1. Exhibition (May 1975).
2. A special issue of their magazine REPORT
on the theme "Women in Society and in
Development".
_
3 Films about the situation of women in
developing countries.

* 4.
**
*
***

Educational material and guidelines for
evening courses and similar educational
activities.

: 5. Various internal information and educa-

tional activities for SIDA personnel to
**
deepen their knowledge and understanding
We should create the realistic and suitable *
*
of the situation of women in developing
conditions for the participation of women in *
*
countries.
*
work, earning and the active social life.
*: 6.
We will have to confront the obsolete tradiVarious activities such as a poster
tions infiltrated into religion that debase **
contest , information projects , seminars
women. We will also have to learn how to
for women teachers concerning development
***
problems.
preserve the dignity of women and to treat
*
them with leniency and good words.
*** During 1974 the Swedish United Nations
* Association arranged two seminars and one
1'he May Revolution is proud for the chance
gave to the Sudanese woman to participate in: information conference as preparations for
public life in all levels of responsibility : IWY. During 1975 the Association plans
and leadership.
: inf ormation activities both t hrough their
Let the new year be the year of real equalitJ!* mal!'e.z in~ "Varlks hor is ont" (World Horizon)
between women and men and the year of her
: and through their information service to
the press.
participation in the struggle for develop:
*******
ment and the strengthening of peace."
:

it:

*******

"!

ri..:

!;
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Syrian Arab Republic
The Syrian Arab Republic plans and activities for IWY will be as follows:
1. A Commission will be established to
lauz:ch publicity campai gns - via press,
radio, TV, conferences, encounters, etc._
to underline the importance of IWY and
of women's role in society.

:
:
:
:

2. Women's ma~azines will publish snecial
issues for the purpose.

:"'
:

3. Courses for the eradication of illiteracy, especially in rural areas, will be
intensified and the participation of all
teachers - of both sexes - in these
courses will be made compulsory.

"'"'"'
**"'
*
**

4. Existing lef, islation will be reviewed.
5. Giving working women equal opportunities
with men at all levels, including
decision-making levels.
.velo. e:: .'.

ng ac:iv:::,,

6 . Special attention will be paid to the
technological training of women in order
to up-date their skills.
7. Exhibitions will be organized.

azi:e=::cie;y ,.::"?

n or ·r · ~

ion d c:.:!·

perscc::!: :·
dU.':der::~
ir. deve!o::::

8 ~s:1:
ects: se:i:~
ing deve:::;::'

**
**
**
**
**
*

8. Special attention will be paid to the
family and to health care programmes and
to maternal and child well-being.

***
*

***
*

One very recent and significant development
has been the publication of Her Majesty's
Government White Paper entitled "Equality
for Women". This sets out the Government's
main legislative proposals to promote
equality of opportunity for men and women
and to deal with unfair discrimination
against either sex. The Government aims to
: introduce a Bill before the end of 1974 so
: that its provisions can be brought into
: force before the end of IWY 1975.

**
**
*
compris-:*

10.A commission will be established
ing experts and researchers from the
:
different ministeries and popular organi-:
zations and Government departments in
:
order for it to be in the future a perman-:
ent commission defending women's rights
:
and family questions, after having gained:
experience during IWY.
:

**
11.Up-date training and speed up the
*
creation of the Institute for SociRl Work.:*
12.Co-ordinate the work of all organizations:
in order to ameliorate and up-date
:
nurseries and to work towards creating
:
creches in factors.
*
Thailand
An Executive Committee of Thailand for IWY
has been established. Sub-Committees were
appointed for programming respectively in
peace, development and equality. Governments Departments, international organizations and NGO's are fully represented.

*******

The Commission comprises representatives of
national organizations with a large and
active membership of women. It has now
formed a Co-ordinating Committee to plan
activities for IWY. Detailed planning for
the Year is under way.

***
**
**
**
**
***
*

9. A commemorative stamp will be issued for
IWY.

*******

United Kingdom
The Government has requested the Women ' s
National Commission to be responsible for
co-ordinating the U.K. national programme
for IWY. This Commission was established
in July 1969 and it is an advisory com:-,lit':.,, : ?
to the Government. The following provision
was included in its terms of reference: "To
ensure by all possible means that the
informed opinion of women is given its due
weight in the deliberations of Government
on matters of public interest" .

**

*
***
**
***
***
***
**
*

*******
United States of America
On 9 January 1975, President Ford signed an
executive order creating a national commission
to promote and co-ordinate United States participation in International Women's Year.
The commission, which is yet to be named, will
be made up of 35 persons, all of them to be
drawn from private life. Four will be designated by Congress and the rest by Mr.Ford.
Patricia S. Lindh, Mr. Ford's new special
assistant for women's programmes, said at a
briefing later that the Government had earmarked "approximately $350,000" to finance
United States participation in the Year.
On 10 January 1975, Mayor Abraham D. Beame
proclaimed 1975 to be IWY in New York City.
The Secretary-General was represented at
these ceremonies by Margaret K. Bruce,
Deputy Secretary-General for IWY, and by
Genichi Akatani, Assistant Secretary-General
for Public Information. The ceremonies were
also attended by Barbara M. White, U.S.
Ambassador to the UN; Frances Loeb, N.Y . City
Commission!r to the United Nations.

--
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II. NATIONAL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES (Contd.):* !ugo~lavia:
: The Yugoslav Federal Executive C~uncil .
: (Federal Government) formed, at its session
In 1974 many Governors and Mayors pro: on 17 J anuary 1 97 5, a committee for the .
claimed IWY in their respective areas but : observance in Yuposlavia of IWY.
Vida
space does not permit full coverage of
: Tomsic, Member of the Slovene Republic~n
their statements . For further informa: Presidence and of the League of Communi:ts
tion contact the U.S. Centre for IWY,
: of Yugo slav Central Committee, wa: appointed
1630 Crescent Place NW, Washington,
: Chairman of the newly formed committee .
D.C.20009.
*

Mr:.

*

*******

*
The U.S. Centre for IWY chose 11 January
as the national day for launching IWY in
: LATE NEWS:
the United States. It was on this date in :* The followin g information was received too
1935 that Amelia Earhart made her pioneer- : late to be included in full in this issue
ing flight from Hawaii to San Francisco.
: of the Bulletin, and we will publish more
Her example goes far beyond her profession *
• our nex t issue.
·
* detailed information in
for she believed profoundly in equality
:
between women and men so that women may
: Bulgari~
make their contribution to the well-being :At t f
statement by Mr. Zhivko Zhivkov.
. d
tak th .
h
.
. 1 *
ex o a
o f man k in . - m~y
e . eir s are in socia * Chairman of the National Initiative Committee
and economic life, and in world peace.
: for IWY and Vice-Chairman of the Council of
'T'li., TT.~. r.pr,t.rP. suggests that each month
: Ministers of the People's Republic of Bulgaria,
durine IWY some special area of activity
:delivered over the Bulgarian Radio and TV on
** the occasion of the proclamation
for women should be highlighted as widely
of 1975 as
as possible. A sample listing follows:
: IWY. This was circulated as document A/10042
· 1
•
t
: to be submitted to the 30th session of the
January ·. aeronaut ica
science. as ronomy,
*G
A
bl
atomic sc~en:e, the atmosphere and: enera1 ssem Y·
space , aviation.
: France
February : business. industry and labour.

:* The programme in France for IWY.

March: communications in all its forms press. radio, TV, magazines.

:* Israel
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:* A Proclamation for IWY signed 7 January 1975
April : volunteers. the voluntary organiza- : by Ephraim Katzir, President of the State;
tions. service orgahizations.
: Israel Yeshayahu, Chairman of the Knesset:
May: education - pre-school through college: and Ytzhak Rabin, Prime Minister.
*:Appeal to women in the Middle East for Peace
and graduate school.
:
and Co-operation - by the Council of Women's
June: farming and agribusiness.
: Organizations in Israel.
July: government.
*
:Highlights
of President Katzir's statement
August: homemakers.
: at the opening ceremony of IWY in Israel.
September : international - situation of
women abroad.
October: women in the arts, sports, drama,
recreation, music, literature.

*******

ue

t
0•

:* Plans and projects for IWY - presented by the
: International Organizations Di vision at the
:Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Jerusalem to
: the Embassy of Mexico in Israel.

s
0

'•e.

:* Sierra

Leone
November : law, medicine, nursing, secretarial work. fire-fighting, etc. :* A Consultative Connnittee for IWY has been
all the careers, conventional and : formed comprised of men and women from all
new.
: walks of life. The Committee has been sub: divided into the following groups: Projects,
December: spiritual and aesthetic values.
: Education, Publicity ana Finance.
At the end of IWY, there could be a brochure:
.
for general distribution, assembling the
: Algeria
facts that have emerged.
: The programme in Algeria for IWY.

*******
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NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND
INSTITUTIONS PLANS FOR IWY

NGO Committee for IWY (New York)

**
**
**
**

This Committee continues to meet regularly :
and has formulated plans and activities
:
which can be undertaken during IWY and also:
at the Conference in Mexico City.
:

American Personnel and Guidance Association
APGA's Sex Equality in Guidance Opportunity
workshop participants will be conductins at
least five workshops in their States. Workshops will attempt to help educators break
down sex role stereotyping and build up
human di gnity for both women and men. Local
workshops in most States are slated to be
held January through March.

A Sub-Committee entitled: "How to Reach the :
Grass Roots '' is writing a report which they:
envisage in three sections : the rural woman: Association for World Education
in development ; women in other communities · : This Association held its Biannual World
and how to reach them all.
' : Conference from 6-20 January 1975, commencing
*
The Mexican Government has offered the
: in Bombay, India, and especially planned for
National Medical Centre facilities for a
: the United Nations International Women's Year.
Tribune to be held parallel to the Govern- : The title of their Conference was "World
Education and the Roles of Women".
mental Conference in Mexico City and Mildre~*
Persinger has been nominated Chairman of
: Associated Country Wome_!l_ of the World
the NGO Conference Arrangements Committee. *
This Organization, comprising some 8,000,000
For further information write:
:
members around the world sent a questionnaire
** to all its affiliates requesting information
Ms. Mildred Persinger
** to be used by its United Nations Committee,
Room 815
** especially requesting their activities for
345 East 46th Street
** IWY.
New York, N.Y.10017
A progress report is being prepared on
Declarations and Conventions which affect
women.

r,~ s:;:~: .:::-·
• F?esi •:~• ~, ••1
. . c!iri..:.: :~ :::

**
**
***
*

Some of their proposed objectives for IWY
include the following:

1. Compulsory attendance at school for girls
*
on an equal basis with boys.
For information about the IWY NGO Committee:
in New York, please contact Esther Hym€r,
* 2. Vastly increased allocation of resources
President, NGO Committee for IWY, 345 East *
**
to out-of-school education programmes
46th Street, Room 815, New York, N.Y.10017. *
and leadership training courses.
*

*******

American Baptist Women
This Organization will be observing IWY
with the following activities:
At its Annual Meeting, 25 June 1975, in
Atlantic City, the theme will be "Christian
Women Called to Responsible Partnership".
At its morning session they will have
Dorothy Height, President of the National
Council of Negro Women, speaking on world
hunger and at their afternoon session they
will have international guests highlighting
concerns of women around the world.
At their National Conference at Green Lake,
2 - 9 August 1975, they will have featured
speakers, films, and workshops dealing with
specific aspects of some of the concerns
highlighted by IWY. The Conference theme
is "Power to Be".

*******

*
***
***
**
**

3. Technical and vocational guidance and
training.
4. Education programmes geared realistically
to employment opportunities.

** 5.
*
*** 6.
*
**
**
**
**
**
***
**
**
***
***

*

***
**
*

Access of women to responsible positions
within the educational field.
Mobilization and co-ordination of voluntary
resources.

7. Education for family life.
8. Equal conditions of employment.
9. Combat historical and other bias in textbooks and the media and ensure factual
presentation of population problems.
10.Studies and exchanges on the image of women.
11.Increased participation of women in policy
making bodies and government delegations.
12.Adoption of instruments and legislation
promoting the advancement of the status
of women.

*******
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:* 10. Requests that State Governments put into

***

practice the measures mentioned above .

Cooperation! ll. Requests that political parties present
*
women candidates.
The CCIC believes that IWY is an opportunitJ
to examine the role of women both in the
: 12 · Requests that the press and other types
,
*
of mass media disseminate information on
U.K.
and throughout the world and held
:
IWY.
a meeting on 7 November 1974 to discuss
:
ideas as to how the aims of IWY can best
: 13. Requests that Brazilian women, especially
be achieved.
:
the Brazilian Federation for Feminine
Progress develop the following activities:
Fedet:_a~o Brasileira Pelo Progresso
:
Feminine (Brazilian Federation for Feminine:
a. Organize a National Congress in preparaProgre~)
:
tion for the IWY Conference in Mexico .
This Organization has adopted a programme
**
b. Edit a Brazilian Declaration of Women's
in celebration of IWY, which includes the
**
Rights.
following goals and targets.
:*
c. Requests the collaboration of all
It seeks total Governmental support for IWY:
Brazilian professional associations
by ~he ir implementation of the following
:*
for women.
~e~ivitltti.
:
d. Organize an archive in order to
1. Requests that the Government agrees to
**
provide means for the compilation of
international treaties and programmes
**
data for the Federation to publish
about women ' s rigl:.t.s a..1J that it ratify *
a book on the "History of the Feminine
*
promptly the ones th ~t t~ y have not
**
Movement in Brazil".
yet agreed upon.
**
e. Organize a library of work on women
**
2. Organization of an administrative body
with special emphasis on the cultural
*
to take care of women's problems which
*
contribution of women.
*
should be directed by a woman.
**
:International
Federation of Women in Legal
3. Requests more participation of women in : Careers
governmental posts at all levels and in *
:This Organization will hold a Conference from
public administration.
:11 - 18 May 1975 in Varna, Bulgaria. The
4. Requests that women should have leader- : theme will be "The Woman of 1975 vis-a-vis
ship in all women's penal institutions. :equal rights - What is she doing about it?
:What
can
5 . Reque sts that the leadership of educa*
. ? she Rdo . about it? What . will
" she do
tional institutions related to women and :about it. - eview and evaluation .
youth be held by women.
:The following subjects will be discussed:

Camden Council for International
-- - -- -- -
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6. Requests that women leaders represent

Brazil at the IWY Conference in Mexico.

*:1.
:
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The role of women in the administration
of nations.

7. Requests the printing of special postage :2. The role of women in the economy of nations.
stamps that honour Brazilian women who
*
have contributed to the progress of
:3. Women in society.
Brazilian society.
* International institutions - the role that
8. Requests a post for Brazil in the
:
women play and should play.
Commission on the Status of Women in the :Groupe Internationale de Production, Paris
United Nations.
*
.
:This society has shown particular interest
9. Requests the recognition that it was
:in all problems concerning the status of
Brazil. with the support of other Latin :women throughout the world and mark their
American countries. who obtained the
:participation in IWY by the following:
creation of the Commission on the Status*
Independently,but in close collaboration
of Women at the San Francisco Conference
with French TV it has produced some proas well as articles in the Charter of the:
grammes, mainly for women.
UN which established equality between men:
and women.
*

:4.
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- - - - - - - -- - - - - -------------- -- - -- -- -- ---- -- - - -- -- - :* Association of Women of the Republic of
** Indonesia (Perwari)
** To commemorate PERWARI's 29th birthday to
·•** mark World Population Year, and on the
* threshold of International Women's Year,
3. A documentary on contraception for the *
** a national project was conducted in Djakarta,
Antilles.
** 12 - 19 December 1974. The project was a
** workshop on population matters with regard
Institute for World Order
** to nutrition, family planning and the status

2 . A documentary on the Algerian women in
France, dealing with the different
problems confronted by woman as an
emigrant and the aspects of her condition as such.

A convocation has been called by the Insti-:
tute for World Order on 1 March 1975 at the :
Graduate Center of the City University of :
New York in order to inform the academic
:
community and the membership of NGO's of
:
the metropolitan New York area of the goals:
of !WY and to enlist their efforts in
:
formulating and executing programmes to
:
achieve those goals.
:

e in or~er ::
tne co:ri:1,, ..

c~io~ tot.;:::
~cry o~ t: I~

o~ vori c: ;~,
is c: !:~ :..::.
en.

, ?.il~aria, 2
O~

:r; ris•HJ

do1:1 e:c~
fa: vi::;;, .

iua:ion ,

of women. The theme: "To raise the quality
of life through population education, nutri~tion, and improvement of the status of women".
Forty participants were selected from
provinces all over Indonesia and upon their
return they would extend their knowledge to
their colleagues and their community.
International Council of Jewish Women

The National Council of Jewish Women of
For further information contact:
*** Australia is organizing the 10th Triennial
** Convention of the ICJW which will take place
Institute for World Order, Inc.
** in Melbourne, Australia, in April 1975 on
1140 Avenue of the Americas
** the theme: "The Jewish Woman in Tomorrow's
New York, N.Y.10036
As 1975 is IWY the ICJW will. with
*** World".
all sister organizations, be celebrating
** the
emergence of women as equal partners in
Two affiliates of this Organization have su'ht
mitted their programme for !WY as follows: : the affairs of the world.
Deutscher Frauenring E.V. (Fed.Republic of :* International Council of Women
Germany)
: The Executive Committee Meeting of the ICW
** will be opened on 7 March 1975 by Monsieur
1. Conference on mass media.
* Edgar Faure, President of the French Assemblee
2. Seminar for young female politicians or :* National
This meeting will be held from
interested young women to motivate them : 8 - 12 March 1975 at the Centre des Conferfor political affairs in the community; : ences Internationales, 18, Avenue Kleber,
community parliament. This will be held: Paris and owing to the celebration of IWY,
in a holiday resort for a period of 6
: the meeting of 7 March will be organized
days, women taking their children.
: by the ICW with other international women's
3. Conference on population questions, under:* organizations and will be open to the public,
the title: "Planning your life as men and : representatives of government and non-governorganizations, as well as to the press
women".
** mental
on
the
theme:
*:
4. Conference on "Women's Conductive
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR - WHY?
capacity and the modern strain".
:
5. Special seminars and help for handicappe~* Madame Fran~oise Giroud, Secretary of State
people, e.g. (a) people addicted to
: on the Status of Women will close the meetalcohol or drugs: (b) wives and children: ing on 12 March by a speech on:
of migrant workers.

:

*
***
**
**
**
**
**

6. Special course on education for female
prisoners - mostly early school-leavers
who should have special professional
training. This means discussing their
problems and the kind of education they
would need.
7. Publication of a brochure with the title::
"Women want human ri ghts".
**

"Women and Mass Media"
National Council of Women/USA
The NCW launched its programme for IWY on
6 January with a series of talks on the
themes, arts, the NCW professional woman
speaks, and international relations. They
will reproduce the talks at the end of the
season as tangible evidence of their value

*******
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International Federation of Agricultural
Producers
As a first contribution, this Or ganization
intends to make its January 197 5 issue of
IFAP News into a special issue
on women in a rural context. Monographs
from various developed and developing
countries will be included as well as contributions from certain international
bodies.
The Institute of Women Tod~
This Institute is the only church-related
women's coalition organized to search for
the religious roots of women's liberation.
Catholic, Protestant and Jewish women have ·
designed a nation-wide programme to serve
the universal sisterhood to discuss women
as related to law, theology and psychology.
It hopes to conduct workshops throughout
the U.S. during 197 5 ,

**
**
**
**
*
***
**

:

**
**
*
**
**
***
**
**
***
**

***
**
*

**
***
**

2 , The Spring issue of their bilingual
magazine "International Theatre Information " will be devoted to the status of
women in the theatrical world.
Many other plans are being contemplated.
National Council of Jewish Women (USA)
The NCJW hopes to make a special contribution to IWY through convening a national
seminar at its Biennial Convention in March.
Guests will include representatives from
organized women's groups across the United
Statea - Jewish and non-Jewish service and
social action oriented. The theme of the
Convention is - Women : Impact for Tomorrow with special attention to a global, national
and personal view.
There will be an outstanding keynote speaker
at this Convention, who will be the reci pient
of the Organization's International Women of
the Year Award.

Four key women educators from Africa, Latin
America, Asia and Europe will be invited
to react individually and then continue to
For further information write:
participate with the delegates at the Con*
Sister Margaret Traxler
** vention as scholars in residence. These
1340 East 72 Street
** women will be recipients of NCJW special
Chicago, Ill. 60619
** travelling fellowships, which will allow
International Federation of Business and
*** them to visit six to ten communities
Professional Women
** across the country, sharing their views on
** the changing role of women in their part of
A four point plan of activities for IWY
*
was outlined at the Jubilee congress of the: the world, with particular attention to the
Rhodesian federation in June 1975. It was : potential impact of education.
agreed:
: NGO (UNESCO) Standing Committee
** A Symrosium will be held in Paris from 26-28
- to issue a stick-on label or seal for
** February with the followin g discussion topics:
envelopes
*
- to investigate with other women's organi4* 1. Implications of Equality between the Sexes.
sations the possibility of a postal
:
cancellation stamp
: 2 . Education and information - keys to change.
** 3. Role of communication in transforming the
- to compile a book or collection of
status of women.
articles on the achievements of women in:*
Rhodesia from the days of the pioneer to: National Organization for Women (USA)
the present
*** This Organization is making plans to cele- to make women aware of their legal
IWY and will participate in the NGO
*** brate
rights.
Tribune in Mexico. For further information
** write to:
International Theatre Institute
**
**
Jacqueline Ceballos
Decisions taken by this Organization in
**
1 Lincoln Plaza
connexion with IWY are:
*
New York , N.Y.1 002 3
1. The international message on the 24th
:*
anniversary of International Theatre Day:
will be written and delivered by Ms.
:
Ellen Stewart ( La Mama) .
•
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---------"BEMFAM" Sociedade Brazil~ira de Bem Estar
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*
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A summary of BEMFAM ' s activities for IWY
is as follows:
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The Congress will be attended by some 1,500
speakers of Esperanto from all parts of the
world and will take place in Copenhagen from
26 July to 2 August 1975.

:* Universidad Aut6noma de Santo Domingo

1. A seminar will be held in Natal, State
of Rio Grande do Norte, with the support
of the State Government on Family
Planning.

**
**
**
**

A Committee on IWY has been formed by this
University in the Dominican Republic with
Mercedes S. de Macarrulla as President exofficio Rnd Martha 01~~ r.arcia as Executive
2 . A special bulletin on IWY of the Nationai:* President. This Committee wishes to establish
Council of Women in Brazil will be
: direct links with international, governmental
issued.
** and non-governmental organizations in order
to interchange experience, documentation and
3. A literary contest will be promoted by
:* assistance at the scientific level.
the National Council of Women in Brazil.:
: For further i~formation write to:
4. A special informative issue of "BEMFAM"
*
Prof. Martha Olga Garcia
will be issued.
***
Vice-Decano de la Facultad de Ciencias
5. A publication in the collection of
**
Econ6micas y Sociales
studies and documents
**
Universidad Aut6noma de Santo Domingo
**
Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana
6. Publication in the collection of
*
'' Cientifica e Tecnica" and also
:* University of Wisconsin
"Comentario".
* The University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, is
7. Press releases will be issued and they
*** in the process of planning an "International
will work closely with the press.
** Conference on the Status of Women". This
8. An informative bulletin for the press ** Conference will be held from 9 - 12 April
** 1975 and will focus on the promotion of
will be issued.
* equality between men and women and the
9. Pamphlets will be issued.
*** contribution of women to world development
** and world peace.
10.A photographic contest will be held.
* WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND
:
11.A film contest will also be held.
* FREEDOM
12.A book will be produced entitled 11 Mulher 11:
(Woman).
: The WILPF has two major projects on which
* it is concentrating for IWY:
This Organization collaborates closely with:
the National Council of Women in Brazil in : Disarmament Seminar
all their programmes.
A seminar on women and disarmament, tenta*** tively
scheduled for 24-26 April 1975 at
** the United
United Presbyterian Church (USA)
Nations (this coincides with
*
In celebration of IWY the United Presbyter-: WILPF beginnings at a women's peace congress
ian Church will hold an Ecumenical Seminar : in April 1915 at the Hague). They are
in Geneva, Switzerland, from 20-30 May 1975.: expecting the participation of some sixty
*: Women's International Democratic Federation
For further information write:
** representatives from Europe, Asia, Africa
Martha Meister Kiely
and the Americas; 100 to 150 U.S. women
** representing
Coordinator
:
other NGOs, peace groups, church
United Presbyterian Church, USA
: women, trade union women, etc., in addition
393 Lakeland Avenue
: to several of the UN specialized agencies.
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 48230
: After the seminar, whose goals are outlined
Yniversala Esperanto-Asocio
: relow, some of the women will fan out across
At its recent meeting in Rotterdam, the
: th e U.S. to carry th e messages of the urgency
Executive Board of the Universal Esperanto : of curring arms budgets to meet human needs,
• t ion
'
• · al topic
: and support of . international
cooperation
Associa
c h ose as th e princip
.
.
f
E
through the United Nations. It is expected
or the 60th Universal Congress of speran • that seminars and meetings will be held 1 all
the social and cultural status of women.
oc
y.
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WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND
FREEDOM
Disarmament Semina£ (Contd.)
The seminar goals are outlined as follows:
1. To encourage communication on our common
aim of ending war.
2. To discuss the common interest of all
women in a peaceful world.
3. What has been women's role in the disarmament struggle?

4. How can we increase women's leadership in
the struggle for disarmament?
5. How can we work for disarmament at international , national and local levels?
World Con~ss of Women
The second IWY project is the World Congress
of Women which will take place in Berlin in
October 1975, This is sponsored by a number
of international Women's group, including
the WILPF, International Federation of Women
in Legal Careers, Women ' s International
Democratic Federation, Pan African Women's
Organizations and some twenty others.
WIZO - Women ' s International Zionist
Organisa_:!;ion
Following the resolution passed to proclaim

1975 as International Women's Year , the

:* World Assembly of Youth
:* The World Assembly of Youth is taking an active
: interest in promoting a special programme for
: IWY for young women.
:* In 1974 they started a series of regional and
:national seminars entirely devoted to young
:women, hi~hlighting 1975 as IWY. They have
:organized regional seminars on such issues as:
:women's role in development, population educa: tion and employment in Mexico for Latin: America, in Nigeria for Africa, two regional
: seminars for the Caribbean in Guyana and in
: Trinidad and Tobago; and also a seminar for
: young women of East and Central Africa in
:Kenya. An all-Asia seminar for young women
:will be held in Indonesia during the month
:or March. On this occasion the topics of
: development, population and women's emancipa:tion will be discussed.
*:wAY was also ins~rumental in setting up the
: Latin-American Confederation of Female Youth
:which started work on 1 May 1974, and which
:covers ten Latin-American countries.

* addition, they are planning a special
:In
:edition of their WAY Forum magazine.
*
:Added
to these efforts national youth councils
:in Ghana, Kenya, Dahomey, Nigeria, Bolivia,
:colombia, Nicaragua, Indonesia, Thailand and
:the Philippines are organizing special
:seminars devoted to· young women from high
:schools, the teaching profession, the unions,
:semi-professional groupings, and rural areas,
:to mention a few target groups.

World Wizo Executive decided to launch the
*
Year with Women's Year Day on 23 January as :world Association of Girl Guides and Girl
part of the Plenary Session to take place at :scouts (WAGGGS)
their Headquarters in Tel Aviv, Rebecca
*
*
:The
October-December 1974 1· ssue of "The
Sieff House , 38 David Hamelech Boulevard.
: Council Fire" was devoted entirely to the
Women's National Farm and Garden Association •fJ?'"omot1on of the status of girls and women
.
.
.
.
.
.
:and placed special emphasis on IWY.
This Organization which is a constituent
*
member of the Associated Country Women of the:WAGGG's activities for the promotion of the
World, will hold its 197 5 Annual Meeting in :status of women include : literacy, vocational
Toledo, Ohio, in May. The theme will be
:training , nutrition, home economics, hygiene
International Women's Year (1975). Dr. Ruth :and mother and child care and as well vocationBacon, Director, U.S. Center for IWY,
:al guidance.
Washington, D.C. will be the guest speaker.
**
*Some specific activities undertaken connected
Women's Universal Movement
- - ---- - -----

:with IWY are:

*

:1. Circular

This Organization is circulating a folder
containing their Declaration on the "Year".
**
By year-end it is their goal. to have 1,000
:
signatures on their Statement which they will : 2
send to all Heads of State and many prominent: ·
persons and leaders of the world community.
:*

letter to all WAGGGS National
Organizations encouraging them to contribute to IWY programmes.

UNESCO/WAGGGS publication on vocational
training for women - now in preparation.
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:*
discussions during the 22nd World Confer-:
ence of the World Association to be held:
in the United Kingdom in Jw1e 1975.
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and that working groups should be formed to
4. Seminar on European Woman is to be organ-!* prepare basic documents for the commissions,
ized in 1975 by WAGGGS Europe Committee : the themes of which could be expanded.
with 12 national organizations partici- !
The meeting welcomed the many initiatives
pating.
** which
will be undertaken in the course of
*
WORLD
** IWY and called for the creation of national
-CONGRESS
- - - -OF- WOMEN
- On 4 and 5 November 1974, an international *
** preparatory committee for the World Congress.
meeting was convened in Tihany, Hungarian
** The meeting adopted an appeal that reflected
People's Republic, to launch the Inter** the broad consensus of those present, and
national Preparatory Committee for the
** it will be widely publicized.
World Congress for IWY, to be held in
*** 'l'he International Preparatory Committee
Berlin, from 20- 24 October 1975.
** established at the meeting, comprising interRepresentatives from 34 international
*** national, regional and national organizations
organizations , 11 regional organizations,
** and movements, is open to all who agree with
34 national organizations and 20 national
** the aims of the Congress.
preparatory committee. coming from 55
countries . were present as guests of the
*** An Executive Committee was formed to coNational Council of Hungarian Women.
** ordinate the preparatory work for the Congress.
Rules of procedure will be established and
The meeting was attended by representatives ** an international fund will be launched .
*
of women ' s, trade union and youth organiza- *
tions : church bodies and religious organi- *
* The participants in the meeting agreed that
zations : peace , solidarity and human rights *
* the World Congress should be a very broad
and resistance orfanizations; by represent- *
** forum, and would make an important contribuatives of the United Nations and its
** tion to the success of International Women ' s
specialized a gencies, government bodies,
** Year.
United Nations associations, Red Cross
**
*******
societies, teachers', lawyers', artists',
**
Resolutions
and
statements
in support of IWY
journalists ' , cooperative and child-welfare *
organizations and political parties; and
*** Space does not permit the resolutions and
** statement made by the following Organizations
by Members of Parliament and prominent
** to be reproduced in full, but a listing
public fi gures.
*
Helvi Sipila, Assistant Secretary-General
:* follows:
for Social Development and Humanitarian
• All Pakistan Women's Association
Affairs and Secretary-General for Inter: American Baptist Women
. * Associated Country Women of the World
national Women ' s Year, addressed the meeting•
.
and wishes success to the forthcoming
:* Family Planning Association, U.K.
Congress.
! International Federation of Agricultural
Producers
* International
The discussion was held in an atmosphere
*
Federation of Commercial,
of friendly cooperation. and all points of *
** Clerical and Technical Employees
view were expressed.
** International League for the Rights of Man
International Planned Parenthood Federation
The participants warmly supported the con- *
** National
Federation of Press Women (US)
vening of the World Congress.
** National Women's
* Ethical Union Conference of the American
In the course of discussion, the partici** North American Indian Women's Association
pants expressed the view that at the
** Reseau d'action et d'information pour les
Congress, commissions on the following
** femmes (RAIF) (Canada)
themes should be set up:
** Women in Communications (US)
Equal Rights for Women
*** World Association of Girl Guides and Girl
Women and Development
*
Women in Society
" Scouts
*" World Federation of Democratic Youth
Women and Peace
World Women's Christian Temperance Union

•
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IV.

FILMS AND INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL

UNITED NATIONS
United Nations Television travelled to
four countries of the world - Tunisia,
Colombia, Sweden and Sri Lanka - and
presents three programmes on the threefold
theme of IWY - Equality, Development,Peace.
No. 161
WOMANPOWER :~uali tl__~_i_ Development
(Tunisia) 30 minutes - colour

***
*
***

**
***
**
*
***
***
**
**
**
**
***
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
:*

This film examines development and its
relationship to the changing status of
women. At the first International Women's
Forum convened by the United Nations we
hear delegates from all over the world
speak out on conditions in their own
countries - and they find remarkable
similarities. Issues raised at the Forum
are illustrated through a ·risit to Tunisia,
where the Personal Status Code of 1956
granted women greater equality before the
law. Today, more and more ':'unisian women
are joining the work force: family planning:
services are widely availatle, and abortion:
is legal and free. New national and inter-:
national programmes are needed to ensure
:
full integration of women in the total
:
development effort.
:

**
**
**
**

No. 162
WOMANPOWE_R_:__The_~.E!_e_'.__~choi c!:_
(Colombia) 30 minutes - colou.i·

To influence as well as share in economic
:
and social development, women nust hold
:
political office and participate in the
:
law-making process. In Colombi1, a country:
where women were given the right to vote in:
1957. this films follows the sti u ~gle of
:
three women running for election
for the :
first time in Latin America, a cc 1tending
:
party candidate to the presidency is a
:
woman: with full support of her d 1.,trict,
:
a mother of seven is campaigning ,o be re- :
elected to a third term in the Bo~ ota City :
Council: in office since 1957, "t he
:
senator", is re-elected
the only one
:
of our three candidates who wins he ·
:
...
campaign.
No. 163
WOMANPOWER: A Woman's Place is ....
(Sri Lanka and Sweden)30minute;--

**

nlour

**
**

:

This film explores the changing role o f
:*
women in poltical economic and social
:
development in two very different cou·1tries ::
Sri Lanka and Sweden.
*

In Sri Lanka, Madame Bandaranaike is Prime
Minister, and she has included women as an
essential part of the labour force for her
new mechanized agricultural programme. With
an economy based on agriculture. women in
Sri Lanka are also urged to enroll in
intensive farming studies, and to work
together in co-operatives. But before
women can assume these new responsibilities,
their traditional roles must first change
as we see happening in Sweden. Roles are
not changed simply by hiring women as machine
operators in a steel factory, but by a basic
revision in social conditioning. A conscious
effort is being made in Sweden to erase sex
role stereotyping as transmitted to children
in the home and at school.

:..s er: •

The distributor in the United States for
these films is:

cc::iit
·: beli
:,tsl, s

FMS Films
P.O. Box 7316
Alexandria, Va.22307
Telephone : (703) 768-3912

;le ef

For distributio~ outside the United States
contact your local United Nations Information Office or write direct to :
Ms. Daphne Brooke
Chief, Distribution
Radio and Visual Services
United Nations
New York, N.Y.10017

*******
COMMUNITY ACCESS TV PRODIJC'!TIONS
The above organization is a non-profit educational organization and hopes to have the
following film available for rental or sale
in March 1975.
We didn't come here to _swap re ipes !
30 minutes, black and white, 1 mm.

6

This film was made from videotape recording
of the founding Conference of the Coalition
of Labor Union Women held in Chicago in
March 1974, where 3,200 women from 58 international unions met to create an inter-union
framework for the purpose of gaining full
equality for women in the work force. CLUW
was created because, to quote Addie Wyatt ,
National Vice-President of CLUW, " ... We
cannot afford the luxury of the discriminatory
practises that have cut our paychecks over
and over again
and much of it is because
:15,
we've given to much, and settled for so little!'' ·,·,.'e 0 rthi
I • I
··. tll -n s ye

.,
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·~••sian
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For further information on distr~but·
~
ion and :* PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS
rental or purchase of this film write to:
** Many pamphlets and pubJications are availCommunity Access TV Productions
. International Women's Year
** able featuring
1250 - 7th Avenue
: and a listing follows:
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95062
: African Women
or:
*
. Commission for Africa (ECA) Women's
A
.
:* Economic
Media, Art and Public Policy ssociates: Pro?ramme Newsletter - Vol. l, No. 3, is
193 3 Biltmore St. N.W.
: available from:
Washingt on, D.C. 20009
ECA
**
*******
P.O. Box 3001
**
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
**
~RICAN_QN IVERSITIES F_I_!:LD STAFF

*

es!cr

· s!ate:

1-ctor.e-

it edici·
ette

or sa'. e

The above Or gan ization has released a series:*
of 27 document ary films entitled "Faces of :
Change " .
:*
The films focus on people under a variety
:
of ecological c ond itions and on their
:
aspirations and beliefs. The roles of
**
women. educational, s ocial and economic
**
systems , and t he e f f e cts of modernization
**
on values are t hemes explored in each of
*
five r ural set ting s - Bolivian hi ghlands,
***
northern Kenya, northern Afghanistan
*
Taiwan . and the Soko Islands off the.China :
*
Coast.
*
Twenty-five of the films were made over a
:
period of three years under a grant from
:
the National Science Foundation. Produced
:
by Dr. Norman N. Miller, the completed films:
were made from a total of 8 5 hours of 16 mm*
colour film footage from the five locations.:
The National Film School in Beaconsfield
*
England provided facilities for editing'
:
and finishin g the films. "Women in a Chang- :
ing World" was a co-production with the
:
International Planned Parenthood Federation.:

For additional information , contact :

***
***

or:

The November 1974 issue of this Organization's
newsletter focuses on IWY and is available by
writing to:
Center of Concern
3700 - 13th Street NE
Washington, D.C.20017

*******
CIDAL (Cordinacion de Iniciativas para el
Desarrollo Humane de America Latina)

CIDAL is known to many people outside of
Latin American by way of its Documentation
Center, its Se~inars and by its publications.
Eager to contribute to IWY they have put
together a small anthology of texts related
to women in Latin ~eric~.
The originals
have all been published in the BOLETIN.
Some have been written by men, some by
wome~ and al~ take into account the Latin
American envirorunent and stress the direction
women _- and men - have t~ take towards
* equality. For further information about
: CIDAL and subscriptions to its publications.
: write to:

Fieldstaff Films
*
The American Universities Field Staff:
3 Lebanon Street
***
Hanover , New Hampshire 037 55
ordin!

*******

Center of Concern

CIDAL, A.C.
Apartado Postal 42
Sue. "A"
Cuernavaca (Mor.)
Mexico

Fieldstaff Films
******
*
The American Universities Field Staff:
: Cuba Review
535 Fifth Avenue
New York , N.Y.10017
:* A special 40-page issue of the above publi: cation entitled "Women in Transition",
*******
: examines the role of women in Cuba and
WORLD HEALTH
: their efforts to overcome the obstacles of
The January issue of this magazine features : underdevelopment. This issue is available
International Women's Year and is available : for us$1.oo from: Cuba Resource Center,
: Box 206, Cathedral Station, New York, N,Y.10025.
for US70i or $35 per 1 00. It appears in
Arabic , English , French , German, Italian,
*******
Portuguese . Russian and Spanish.

*******
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IV.

FILMS AND INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL (Contd):* Women's History Library

IL REGNO
In its 1 December 1974 issue Il Regno,
the programme for IWY was published in
Italian.
CIF (Italian Women's Centre)
The programme for IWY was produced by the
above Organization in Italian also.

*******
LES FEMMES

**
**
**
**
**
*

**
**
*

***
*

***
*

The Women's History Research Center, since
1968 has maintained a library of collections
documenting the contemporary history of
women. Over the six years of the Library's
existence its collections were used, and
added to, by scholars and activists from all
over this and many other countries. For
further information on publications and
microfilms available, please write to:
Women's History Research Center,
2325 Oak Street
Berkeley, Calif.94708

This bibliography was produced in French by *
*
La Documentation Fran9aise as its contribu- *
*******
*
tion to IWY and contains a listing of over **
1.400 titles covering countries all over
:* V. RECENT EVENTS OF INTEREST
the world as well as France, on many aspects: In January, Ms. Helvi Sipila, Secretaryrelating to the status of women.
: General of IWY was invited to opening cere-** monies for the Year in: Austria, Finland,
For further information write to :
** Germany (Fed.Rep.of), Kuwait and Switzerland.
La Documentation Fran9aise
*
:* China
29-31, quai Voltaire
75 340 Paris, France
** Dr. Wang Keui-chen from the Kian chen People's
** Commune, Chuan Sha Country, Shanghai, has been
*******
** working as a "barefoot doctor" in China for
National Conference on Women and Sport
* nine years and was a delegate to the 27th
24-~6 May 1974, Toronto, Canada
*** World Health Assembly.
The report of the Conference may be obtained:* Thirty-year-old Dr. Wang went back to the
by writing to:
: land nine years ago after working in a city
for three years. Chosen for trainHealth and Welfare Canada
*** factory
ing as a barefoot doctor by her fellow
Fitness and Amateur Sport Branch
** commune
members, she underwent a four-month
11th floor, Journal Building
** basic training
in human anatomy,
365 Laurier Avenue West
** prevention and course
cure
of
disease, and
ottawa, KlA OX6, Canada
** first aid. Since then common
she has follows five
*
*******
** special courses ranging in length from two
** to seven months, and in subjects from mother
United Kingdom Newsletter
* and child care to family planning . internal
This Newsletter is published by the Women's *
* medicine and minor surgery. The barefoot
National Commission and features a calendar *
* doctors practice New Chinese Medicine , an
of events during IWY to be held in the U.K. *
** inte gration of western and traditional proFor further information write to:
** cedures. They diagnose and treat disease,
** prescribe drugs, perform acupuncture, collect
Women's National Commission
** herbs and plants and prepare traditional
U.K. Co-ordinating Committee
* medications, but the major stress in all their
Queen Anne's Chambers
*** training is on preventive medicine.
41 Tothill Street
** Dr. Wang and the other 67 barefoot doctors
London SWlH 9JX, England
** in her commune look after the basic health
*******
** care of its 30,000 members. They spend a
** third of their time at the brigade health
United Nations Association, San Francisco
*
This Association is publishing a Newsletter :* station, a third making calls and a third
for the Bay Area, San Francisco, informing : doing manual labour in the fields.
them of local activities being undertaken
:
from WHO Journal
for IWY.
For further information write to::
*******
UN Association, 1739 Union Street, San
*
Francisco, Calif.94123.
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France
Abortion became legal in France on 18
January 1975, with the publication of the
1aw permitting abortion on demand during
the first 10 weeks of pregnancy.
~
An Office of High Commissioner for the
Promotion of Women has been created in
Gabon and is headed by Madame Jeanne N'ZaoMabika.
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On 12 January 1975, Guyanese women ushered
in IWY with a sunrise service marked by a
colourful inter-denominational religious
ceremony in the auditorium of Queen's
College. This event was organized by the
Council on the Affairs and Status of Women
in Guyana (CASWIG).
Holy See

j8

lth

[rd

**
**
***
*

**
**
**

**
**
*
**

**
**

**
**
**

*

•
•••
•
•**
•*
•**
••
•••

The Department of Employment Secretary,
Michael Foot, is concerned that only one in
eight of the representatives of industry
sitting on industrial tribunals is a woman.
He believes that women are seriously underrepresented and would like to raise the
numbers to one in five.
He would like to appoint at least 50 more
women members from the employers' side and
as many from the unions.
Of the 60 nominations so far received from
the Confederation of British Industry, only
10 are women. One difficulty is that the
Department of Employment's guidance is that
nominees should be from middle management,
with direct experience of personnel and
industrial relations work, an area which is
increasingly a male preserve.
United States

The first Percy Amendment (No. 574 to the
Foreign Assistance Bill, S.2335) was passed
Ms. Bernadette Olowo is to be the first
in 1973 and now Senator Charles H. Percy is
woman ambassador to the Vatican. The Pope
proposing a further amendment which requests
has agreed to her representing Uganda,
each U.S. representative to international
breaking an unwritten men only rule.
organizations of which the U.S. is a member
Mexico
** to encourage and promote the integration
of women into the national economies and
The Mexican Government issued on 10 January:
into professional and policy-making posia commemorative postage stamp to mark IWY.
tions within such organizations, thereby
*
The Secretariat for Communications and
improving the status of women
Transport organized a special ceremony for *
the first day of issue with the participation of the President of the Republic Lie.
** The Poet Laureate of the State of Colorado
Luis Echeverria and other high government
* has composed the following poem:
officials. among which Foreign Relations
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR 1975
Secretary Emilio 0. Rabasa, Attorney***
General Pedro Ojeda Paullada who is also
** Fair Eve has left the soft lifht of the moon
the Coordinator for IWY in Mexico and
And moved into the strong light of the sun,
Miguel Delgado Chavez, Director-General of : The women of the nations take the tune
the Mexican Postal Administration.
* To see the work of life is rightly done.

•
•

•
•
•
•••
•
•

••
•

The Norwegian Parliament recently adopted
a law which provides daughters born after
1 January 1965, with the same rights as
sons. The law entered into force on
1 January 1975.

tors

11th

*

***

The National Union of Public Employ_e es in
an effort to up-grade the status and pay
of child minders will publish a charter
shortly. NUPE is launching a national
recruitment drive for child minders and
will press for a standard rate of pay a nd
a training scheme.

**
•**
••
•**
•*

••
*

***

•**

**

***
**
***

**

The work of life, love's labor, kiss of peace,
The thing of womankind, her destiny;
May all her eloquence and joy increase
In this, her year, and on till men are free.

*******
Caribbean Women's Association
Caribbean women have taken their case to
outlaw discrimination in employment against
women and equality for themselves to regional
governments. They have written to all heads
of government, calling on them to make full
equality a reality in ten years' time.

*******
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- - -- -- - - - VI.

LIST OF LIAISON OFFICERS WITH
GOVERNMENTS

**
**
*

The Secretary-General has written to Member:*
Governments of the United Nations asking
:
them to appoint liaison officers to facili-:
tate the exchange of information and
:
coordination of activities undertaken by
:
them. The following is a further list of :
liaison officers appointed to date :
*
_Banglades~
Mr . Shahadat Hossain Choudhury
Deputy Secretary
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare
Dacca
Belgium
Section de la condition de la femme
Service des Nations Unies
Direction generale de la Politique
Ministere des Affaires etrangeres
rue Quatre Bas 2
1000 Bruxelles
~rus_
Mr . Joseph Stephanides
Permanent Mission of Cyprus to the UN
12th floor
820 Second Avenue
New York, N.Y.10017
Dominican Rell._ublic
Dra . Licelot Marte de Barrios
Subsecretaria de Estado de Relaciones
Exteriores
Santo Domingo
E'_iJ_i

Mrs. Grace Deoki, Chairman
Fiji National Council of Women
Room 207
Y.W.C.A. Building
Suva
Finland
Ms. Siiri Vesikansa
Secretary
National Committee for Women ' s Year
Vlationeuvoston Kanslia
Luotsikatu 1
00160 Helsinki 16

I_r~
Mrs. Amal Abdul Qader Saeed
Foreign Relations
Executive Bureau
General Union of Women in Iraq
Secretary, Preparatory Committee f or IWY
Bagdad

**
**
**
*
:*
*

I s rael
Mrs. Ada Cohen
Israeli Embassy to the United States of
America
Washington, D.C.
J amaica
Mrs .--Luc4lle MairDirector
Bureau of Women's Affairs
Ministry of Youth and Community Development
90 Hanover Street
Kingston
Luxembourg

: Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres
:'- 5 rue Notre-Dame
: Luxembourg
:* Mauritius

:* Mr. R. Bheenick
** Officer-in-Charge of Aid Co-ordination
of Economic Planning and
*** Ministry
Development
** Port Louis

**

:* Nepal
: Mr. Shailendra Kumar Upadhyay
: Permanent Representative of Nepal
to the United Nations
.\Permanent Mission of the Kingdom of
:
Nepal to the United Nations
: Room 1806
: 711 Third Avenue
: New York,N.Y.10017

!

:* New Zealand

"5* Mrs.

Miriam Dell
~Chairman of the Committee on Women
: c/o the Cabinet Office
: Parliament House
: Wellington
:* Ni geria

* -- - - -

: Miss Margaret Ekanem Edet
lMinistry of External Affairs
: Lagos
:* ~a_Eaguay

* Sta. Isabel Arrua Vallejos
{ Pre s identa de la Comisi6n Interamericana
~ de Mu j eres
: Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
: Asuncion

*
tPer~

: Sra. Rosa Garibaldi de Mendoza
* Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Lima

J/!S,

• liceGeuer

~s
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fortugal
)

Mrs. Maria Regina Tavares da Silva
Ministry for Social Affairs
Lisbon
Sri_Lank~
Mr. M.A. de Silva
Director. Publicity
Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs
P.O. Box 898
Colombo l

ent

Somalia
Ms. Marian Haji Cilmi
Women's Section
Political Office of the Presidency of
the Supreme Revolutionary Council
P.O. Box 3000
Mo p;adishu
Syrian Arab Re~pli~_
\

Mrs. Salma Najib
Vice-President
General Union of Women
Damascus

*:
:*

Thailand

Mrs. Somsawasdi Boonyapataro
: Chief
: Foreign Affairs Section
~Division of Information and Foreign Affairs
: Office of the Under-Secretary
: Ministry of Interior
: Bangkok
:* Trinidad and Tobago
:* Mr. George Patrick
: Permanent Secretary
~ Ministry of Labour, Social Security and
: '\ Co-operatives
: Port of Spain
:* United Republic of Tanzania

:*
*

Miss Bertha Lomayanai
Ujamaa and Cooperative Development Officer
:\Office of the Prime Minister
: Dar es Salaam
:* Zaire

:* Mme. Sekela Kanin1a
'. First Secretary
Permanent Mission of the Republic of Zaire
:
to the UN
: 866 Second Avenue, 7th floor
: New York, N.Y.10017

r
*

Tunisian girls
learn farming
(UN Photo 113,039)
Tunisia has created
a farming college
with a difference it is for girls.
The official title
is Ecole Nationale
de Monitrices (School
for Instructors on
Farm Life). It has
an enrolment of 60
students whose
education standards
have reached secondary
levels, and who are
over the age of 18.
Diplomas are awarded
at the end of a threeyear course. The
girls are instructed
in both agricultural
and domestic science.

